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Abstract
The growing economy and increase in technological development resulted in a boost of debates
about scarcity in resources. In the beginning of the eighties, the concept sustainability entered the
public dialogue. The Brundtland Commission introduced the concept and explained it as
‘’The kind of development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs’’ (World Commission on
Environment and Development, 1987).
Different short- and long-term strategies were established at the national and international level. The
idea of sustainability established in different fields, among other things in the real estate sector.
In 2002, the European Union (EU) adopted the Energy Performance Building Directive (EPBD). This
directive aims at the reduction of greenhouse gas emission and the saving of energy in buildings.
Based on this directive, the Dutch government introduced the energy label policy for commercial real
estate in 2008. Each office should have an energy label for each transaction or rental with a validity
of 10 years. These labels range from label G to label A. Each mutation or transaction of an office
requires a valid energy label.
Furthermore, offices are obligated to have at least energy label C in 2023 and energy label A in 2030.
Office owners are exposed to a quandary: invest in the short term or neglect. Besides, owners are
aware of a split incentive. Who is going to bear the costs, the owner or the user?
It can be expected that investing in energy saving options will positively affect the value of an office.
Can we talk about a rental green premium?
Besides, future legislation restricts the policy and will increase the effect on the value. Unsustainable
offices will be devalued over time which causes polarization between unsustainable and sustainable
offices (Cox, 2017).
Different parties in the real estate sector are increasing interested in this matter. Valuation
professionals have acknowledged this, but lack knowledge or/and concrete handles. They are still
scanning the initial phase.
In this context, the research question is:
‘To what extent are energy labels influencing the rental value of offices in the
Netherlands, and how can these results add to the discussion about the
implementation of sustainability into the valuation of commercial real estate?’
This question is twofold. On the one hand, data analysis shows the relation between the energy label
and the rental value in offices. On the other hand, interviews have been used to discuss the fitting of
sustainability into valuation processes of commercial real estate.
A hedonic price model is used to analyse the impact of the energy label and an additional number of
other factors on real estate prices. These characteristics combined can be used to determine the
price of an asset.
The other factors are based on four key value drivers mentioned in a report from PBL (Weterings, et
al., 2009):
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•
•
•
•

Characteristics of the lease agreement
Characteristics of the building
Characteristics of the location
(Regional) market conditions

A dataset with rental office transactions between 2012 and 2019 from the Dutch Association of
Realtors (NVM) is used. These are merged with an energy label dataset from the Dutch Enterprise
Agency (RVO). This combined dataset encompasses information about the energy label, construction
year, property size, transaction size, parking spaces and location. Additionally, the model uses fixedeffects to control for unobserved heterogeneity. These effects control precisely for location-specific
determinants and time-specific determinants.
Based on the research question, three hypotheses have been proposed:
(H1)
(H2)
(H3)

A lower energy index has a significant positive impact on the rental value of
offices.
The introduction in 2016 of an obligated energy label demand of at least C in
2023 has had a positive significant impact on the rental value of offices.
The restriction of the energy label obligation in 2018 has had an increasingly
positive impact on the rental value of offices.

Statistical analysis have shown that the first two hypothesis can be rejected. Apparently there
is no significant link between the energy label and the rental value of an office.
Furthermore, there is no significant link between the introduction of the obligated energy label
demand for 2023.
Different reasons might explain this result such as the slow recovery from the crisis, the
inflexibility and rigidity of the office market, the negotiation of commercial lease incentives in
contracts, relatively small transaction sizes, the impending energy label restriction for 2023 or
a biased dataset.
The third hypothesis, on the contrary, has been adopted. Statistical analysis showed a
significant positive effect of the additional tightening of the energy label obligation in 2018 on
the rental value of offices.
Interviews have been done to gain inside in the discussion about the implementation of sustainability
into the valuation of commercial real estate.
Sustainability is perceived as a fuzzy, ambiguous and illegible concept that is difficult to demarcate.
Statistical results showed no significant influence of the energy label. Respondents mentioned that
the energy label is not representative and should be more comprehensive.
Yet, sustainability is increasingly playing a role in the real estate market. Banks demand that real
estate owners implement sustainability. Otherwise, they do not receive any more funding. Policy
makers and the government try to stimulate the implementation of sustainability by introducing
legislation, such as the energy label policy.
In this context, different stakeholders perceive different challenges. Owners need to make large
investments to meet the 2023 legislation. These investments affect the value of their property. Who
should shoulder the costs of these investments? This is the split incentive dilemma. At the moment,
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owners are liable for covering investments in sustainability while end-users profit from a lower
energy bill.
Polarization between sustainable offices and unsustainable offices increasingly occurs. Unsustainable
offices are less marketable and the value of these offices is quickly depreciated.
In this playing field, it is the appraiser’s task to indicate the market behaviour and the development
of the market value. Market influence is important in investment decisions. Regional market
circumstances influence the value of a property. They need to include sustainability in their
estimates.
However, there is a lack of knowledge about sustainability, comprehensive regulation and
construction costs. There is no common tool available to estimate the value of sustainability. There is
no mandatory guideline or analytical model and concrete market evidence is lacking.
These and many other important challenges need to be solved before it is possible to implement
sustainability in valuations. This research has taken a first step.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Inducement
In the past years, sustainability has become more and more important for us. The growing economy
and the increase in technological development results in a boost of debates about the scarcity of
resources, now and in the future. The limits of the natural environment are more and more creating
awareness under people worldwide. Human-induced climate change is at a critical stage and puts
pressure on the earth’s life- supporting natural systems (Ibiyemi, Adnan & Daud, 2015).
Simultaneously, urban sprawl has led to loss of natural landscapes. Enhancing sustainability in the
urban development process can decline our impact on the planet considerably. Hence, sustainability
plays a major role in today’s public interest. The Dutch Association of Realtors (NVM) has mentioned
in their report on sustainability and commercial real estate in 2011, that parties are more and more
convinced of the necessity to enhance sustainability in the built environment.
The idea is that the (commercial) real estate sector will no longer become a drain of scarce resources
such as materials, energy and water, and simultaneously satisfies the tenants to the best of their
ability.
While sustainable development in the real estate sector is gradually recognized and acknowledged, it
is still ambiguous how one should assess its impact accurately. Moreover, it is still fully unclear to
what extent an end user is willing to pay a premium for sustainable commercial real estate.
This master thesis is related to an internship at consultancy office LBP|SIGHT and explores the
influence of energy labels on the rental value of offices.
‘To what extent are energy labels influencing the rental value of offices in the
Netherlands, and how can these results add to the discussion about the
implementation of sustainability into the valuation of commercial real estate?’

1.2 Context
The idea of sustainability or sustainable development entered the public dialogue in the beginning of
the eighties. The United Nations established a commission for environmental- and developmental
problems. In 1987, the Brundtland Commission delivered their end report: ‘Our Common Future’.
According to the commission, sustainable development should be the new leading long-term
objective (Paredes, 2001). The basic definition of sustainable development is ‘’the kind of
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs’’ (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987).
It emphasizes the limits to the ability of nature to cope with humanity. The commission suggests
long-term environmental strategies where we do not exceed the limits of nature.
In recent years, sustainability has created a level playing field for a variety of private and public
stakeholders, including governments, occupiers, investors, developers, owners and real estate
appraisers. Sustainability has gained increased international awareness and has become a key
priority on both the national and international agenda. Sustainable development has won almost
universal acceptance.
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Nowadays, the performance of cities is extremely scrutinized, and it is acknowledged that the
property market has a major impact on the surrounding environment. The movement towards
sustainability in the property industry has been pioneered by the European Union. Ever since the
publication of the Brundtland report, legislation and policies were adopted across different levels of
government and their implementation has begun.
Although the primary responsibility resides at national level, climate change is a cross-border
problem that needs a long-term progress and strategy at the international level.
In 1992, 197 parties have ratified and adopted the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change as an international environmental treaty. The framework sets non-binding rules to
greenhouse gas emission. Within the framework, 192 parties agreed on the Kyoto Protocol that
targets a reduction of greenhouse gas emission.
In 2015, the Paris Agreement was ratified and targeted a further reduction of the greenhouse gas
emission by 49% in 2030 (Newell, MacFarlane & Kok, 2011). The United Nations have initiated two
major global initiatives which present international development goals. First, in 2015 the United
Nations have developed Millennium Development Goals (MDG’s) in combination with a broad set of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s). These revolutionary goals provide a common language to
indicate sustainability worldwide. Secondly, in 2016 the United Nations have organised the Habitat III
conference. During that conference, a ‘new urban agenda’ was formulated that shall function as a
guide towards future development policies around the world (Arcadis, 2015).
At the European level, the Europe 2020-strategy and the EU Directive on Energy Performance of
Buildings are familiar examples that will translate the international targets to European targets
(Newell, MacFarlane & Kok, 2011).
In 2012, the European Energy Efficiency Directive (EED), derived from the Europe 2020-strategy, has
prescribed the use of the 20/20/20 target for 2020. This implies a 20% reduction of greenhouse gas
emission, a sustainable generation of 20% of the energy and a 20% reduction in energy use. In
addition, most member states want to lead by example and have implemented a voluntary Green
Public Procurement program, a key program in the EU’s effort to become a resource-efficient
economy.
The Netherlands is one of the pioneers in the area of sustainable development. At the national level,
and increasingly at the local level, the Netherlands have included sustainability in policy and
introduced directives to reduce energy use in the property industry.
In addition, the government has started their own green public procurement program in 2010. This
implies that the government will only use and lease energy efficient office buildings, with the idea
that after 2020 new non-residential buildings should be (almost) energy-neutral. This is recorded in
the EPBD and has been translated into the Dutch language as BENG (Bijna EnergieNeutraal Gebouw,
Valk & Haytink, 2017).
The Building Regulation 2012 presumed the next step and aspires an energy-neutral and low carbonbuilt environment in 2050. In 2013, the Agreement on Energy for Sustainable Growth decided an
average saving of 1.5% a year on the use of energy. Above all, the coalition agreement in 2017
decided to make an intermediate step in 2030 where the CO2 emission should be reduced by 49%
(Klep & Jorna, 2018).
To reach the 2050 goal, RenoValue (2015) mentioned that the building sector should contribute
approximately 40 to 50% cost efficient reduction of greenhouse gas emission by 2030, and
3

approximately 90% by 2050. Therefore, approximately 80% of the building supply needs to be
redeveloped, a challenging task.
A variety of tools, rules and legislation have been developed to guide this challenging task. In 2003
required building standards have become more stringent. Besides, mandatory and voluntary
assessment certification methods have been introduced internationally.
Based on the EPBD, the European Union introduced the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) and
the Netherlands introduced the mandatory Energy Label (Fuerst & McAllister, 2011). All offices are
legally required to obtain at least label C in 2023 and label A in 2030.
Meins, Wallbaum, Hardziewski & Feige (2010) mentioned that the proportion of sustainable property
in the total building stock is still relatively small. At the moment, a large number of commercial
buildings still do not have the right required label. While Klep & Jorna (2018) mentioned that 35% of
the office stock still has an energy label beneath label C, the Economic Institute for Construction (EIB)
estimated that approximately 52% of the square metres’ office has a brown label (D or worse). The
total costs for label C per square metre differ between € 9 and € 57, proportionate to label D and
label G. This results in a financial burden of approximately € 946 million to over € 1 milliard (Dynamis,
2018).
Furthermore, unsustainable offices will be devalued over time which causes polarization between
unsustainable and sustainable offices (Cox, 2017). Polarization further increases because banks only
want to invest in offices with a ‘green’ label. Therefore, office owners are exposed to a quandary:
invest in the short term or neglect. In this context, some research focused on the influence of Energy
Performance Certificates on the value of office properties. It is generally acknowledged that an
energy efficient building has more value. However, there is still debate about the precise conditions.
Different parties in the real estate sector are increasingly interested in this question about the impact
of sustainability (energy) on the value of a building. Valuation professionals have acknowledged this
(Lützkendorf & Lorenz, 2011, p. 258), but lack knowledge or/and concrete handles. Yet, the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS, 2013) has developed a paper about sustainability in
commercial property valuation that gives initial advice on how to deal with these issues in the
valuation practice (Lützkendorf & Lorenz, 2011).
Hüttler, et al. (2011) wondered if there is something like a ‘green value’, and if so, what is the correct
way to quantify this value. Eventually, the financial added value of sustainability is not sufficiently
considered in property valuation (Meins et al., 2010). To what extend is sustainability influencing the
commercial property industry? Is there a way to control and guide this process? What about the
unsustainable buildings in the market? Is there a correct way to appraise the value? Just some
questions out of the blue…

1.3 Societal relevance
The importance of societal relevance stems from the link between research and practice, where
research needs to have a practical value. It explores contemporary social issues and trends that
concern a considerable part of the society (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015).
The impact of sustainability on real estate investment performance remains a heavily debated
subject (Kok & Jennen, 2012). Therefore, this research builds on this ongoing debate about
sustainable development and climate adaptation in real estate; a debate that started with the
4

publication of the Brundtland report in 1987 (Nappi-Choulet & Décamps, 2011) and continues ever
since. The issues and trends around sustainability in the real estate sector are not mere relevant for
the public, but specifically for those involved in the process.
In this context, some relevant long-term developments that impact the value of property can be
distinguished (Meins et al., 2010). Such developments are mainly indicated by an environmental
character.
Rising greenhouse gas emission leads to climate change, more frequent and longer heat waves and
extreme weather events like storms (OcCC, in Meins et al., 2010). The price of (fossil) fuel rises and
the costs of carbo dioxide increase. Eventually, the price of electricity will rise as well (Prognos, in
Meins et al., 2010).
Besides, the aging of the population, mobility and health are important themes and trends in the
sustainability story. Arcadis (2015) showed the urge for sustainable development in real estate as
cities nowadays dominate in population numbers (54%), economic output (70-80%), energy
consumption (80%) and greenhouse gas production (80%).
The problem is widely acknowledged, both national and international. Based on the international
climate summit in Paris in 2015, a national climate summit in the Netherlands has discussed how to
implement the Paris targets on a national scale. Consequently, awareness was created in the real
estate market (Cox, 2017) and property owners are becoming increasingly aware that sustainability
features matter (Meins et al., 2010).
According to a research from the RICS in 2005, approximately 40% of the raw materials and energy is
used for buildings. In addition, buildings and their associated construction produce at least 30% of
the world greenhouse gas emissions.
National and international awareness and governance resulted in a diverse range of green rating
systems worldwide. These are used to measure and assess the energy efficiency and sustainability of
properties (Eichholtz, Kok & Quigley, 2010a). However, the urge and enhancement of sustainability in
the Dutch commercial real estate market is not proceeding fast. A few factors are underlying this
problem.
Cox (2017) mentioned that the financial costs and consequences are inadequately clarified. This is
acknowledged by Eichholtz, Kok & Quigley (2010a) as both real estate developers and institutional
investors are uncertain about the degree of investment in and implementation of environmental
measures in their building stock, since, from an economic rational, development of sustainable
buildings is particularly based on anecdotal evidence.
Institutional investors are still reticent when it comes to investing in energy efficiency and building
improvements. Uncertainty about the yield on investments in sustainability of real estate seems to
predominate (Kok & Jennen, 2010).
The uncertainty of developers and investors is enhanced by the lack of empirical evidence and affects
the relationship between sustainability information, the valuation process and the available
assessment systems and the impact on the building’s valuation (Lützkendorf & Lorenz, 2011).
Although a variety of assessment tools are available, no single recognized system is used or
developed to determine sustainability.
Besides, the RICS (2010) concluded in their research that the link between value and sustainability is
strongly argued in theory but limited in practice; hard evidence is lacking. Therefore, clarifying the
5

link and reaching a consensus about the valuation of sustainability is a challenging task (Berkhout,
2010).
Research of RenoValue (2015) showed two directions: some valuation professionals believe that
there is no concrete evidence on the influence of sustainability aspects on rents and yields, while
others believe that these aspects do have an impact, but that it is not possible to quantify them.
Fuerst & McAllister (2011, p. 46) have added that there is little empirical evidence that commercial
real estate prices have been influenced by their sustainability characteristics. Research into the Dutch
commercial real estate market is especially difficult as there is a limited amount of sustainable offices
with a sustainability label (Berkhout, 2010). Lützkendorf & Lorenz (2011) are in line with Berkhout,
Fuerst & McAllister and RenoValue as there is no agreement yet between researchers and valuation
professionals on building’s sustainability features for valuation purposes.
Due to the previous situation, developers and investors are aware of the problem but do not have
concrete guidelines or handles to deal with it. The market is shifting; undergoing in a transition
phase.
In the light of legislation, Cox (2017) argued that polarization between sustainable and unsustainable
properties in the office market is gradually rising. There is a risk that unsustainable assets become
stranded in increased and stricter regulation. In addition, banks are only willing to invest in ‘green’
offices. An appraiser should be aware that a building can have a green premium, but also a brown
discount in which properties with poor energy rations will further decrease in value (Wilkinson &
Sayce, 2019). They mentioned that it will be more likely that brown discounts will become more
prevalent, as inefficient buildings do present a risk to their owner and, if involved, financier.
Indicative calculations from Dynamis (2018) showed that a part of the commercial real estate sector
will not be able to bear the costs of the upgrade to label C. Consequently, owners are forced to
accelerate the depreciation of their obsoleted real estate.
Obsoleted real estate is characterized by a bad rentability and low margins, often vulnerable
buildings on unattractive locations with (partial) vacancy. Costs cannot be passed on to possible
tenants and sustainable investments are contributing in a very limited way to the increase of
rentability. Unexploited buildings risk (structural) vacancy.
This marks an important challenge for future investments. Eichholtz, Kok & Quigley (2010a, p. 2496)
mentioned the hypothesis that when occupiers would prefer sustainable buildings, these buildings
could have a longer economic live than conventional buildings. Hence, this could imply lower
volatility in the market value, resulting in lower risk premiums and lower operating costs and a higher
valuation of the properties.
From an economic perspective, this would be advantageous to both real estate investors, developers
and occupiers (Brounen & Kok, 2011, p. 167).
It is the future task of real estate appraisers to assess and clarify the impact of sustainability on the
commercial real estate market and to provide more in-depth, evidential information to investors,
developers and occupiers.
Therefore, this research follows the thoughts of Meins et al. (2010, p. 282) in ‘’providing real estate
appraisers with quantitative information on the effects of long-term developments on property values
to enable the integration of value-related sustainability features into property valuation’’.
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1.4 Scientific relevance
Scientific relevance describes the contribution of the research to the development of the theory. A
practice-based research always has a direct or indirect contribution to a definite field of research
(Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015). This research elaborates on the field of sustainability in the
(commercial) real estate sector and explores its complex world.
Although a lot of research has been done already, most of this research dates back to the years 2008
to 2012. These years are marked by the economic crisis and the collapse of the real estate sector.
Oddly, after these years (quantitative) research onto this topic has stagnated while the economy was
flourishing again. This, in combination with the obligation of energy label C in 2023, makes research
highly relevant and important.
A recent review of Sayce, Sundberg & Clements (In Brown et al., 2016) showed that studies about the
link between sustainability credentials, properties, rentals and capital value began around ten years
ago, but are still in their infancy.
Kok & Jennen (2010; 2012) have mentioned that most research on assessing the financial impact of
sustainability on real estate assets has been done in the United States, and to a lesser extent in
Europe.
Research into the link between sustainability and the value of real estate has shown a positive effect
of sustainability and energy labels on the price and rents of office properties (Eichholtz et al, 2010a;
2010b; 2013; Fuerst & McAllister, 2011; Brounen & Kok, 2011; Kok & Jennen, 2010; 2012; Brown,
Malmqvist & Wintzell, 2016). However, Warren-Myers (2012) mentioned that the interpretation and
implementation of the results of sustainability in valuation has been limited or is lacking, resulting in
a barrier for broader investments. Subsequently, real estate appraisers are unable to produce
financial justifications for investments. Brounen & Kok (2011) have endorsed the limits to sustainable
development in real estate. First of all, evidence showed that implementation and valuation of
energy labels in real estate is limited. Secondly, diffusion and uptake of energy labels across Europe
has been slow. Finally, private consumers are uncertain about the value represented by the energy
labels.
Studies on the European property market, and specifically the Netherlands, are rather scanty or
lacking because of a lack of centralized transaction data.
Already in 1994, Kempton and Layne referred to the inefficient allocation of data on energy
consumption. Most European and Dutch studies that have been done, are focused on the residential
property market. Brounen & Kok (2011) have evaluated the dissemination and market valuation of
EU energy labels in the Dutch residential market and found that energy efficiency has a significant
impact on selling prices. However, this research is limited to the residential property market.
Research into the commercial real estate market is rather scarce. The RICS (2010) mentioned that
hard evidence about the added value of sustainable real estate in the Netherlands is missing. Some
studies have been done around the economic crisis: Heineke (2009); Broek (2010); Kok & Jennen
(2010; 2012); Baas (2013). They all focused on the impact of energy labels and/or accessibility on
office rents in the Netherlands. This can be marked as a first step that shows credible evidence that
sustainability matters for corporate tenants, but they also show limits. Kok & Jennen (2012, p. 1)
mentioned the lack of evidence on the return on energy efficient buildings. Energy efficiency
7

improvements is one of the main barriers for energy efficiency instruments. The most recent study
has been done by Cox (2017) and her results are in line with previous studies. She showed that a
sustainable office represents a higher added value. However, she had a relative low amount of cases
(333) for three years (2014, 2015 and 2016), while this research covers a time span of 8 years (2012
to 2019).
Furthermore, this study incorporates the influence of energy label regulation on the value of offices.
The energy label measure was introduced in 2012. In 2016, former Minister of Housing and Civil
Services, Stef Blok, announced a demand that offices should have energy label C at least in 2023. In
addition, the government further restricted the energy label regulation in 2018. Offices are now
obligated to include an energy label for each transaction or mutation of an office. According to Korse,
energy efficiency premiums can be affected by government regulation. This makes the influence of
regulation relevant.
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Table 1 - Overview of earlier (inter)national studies into sustainability and value

Author

Sustainable feature

Observed impact on (%)

Values

LEED/Energy star
LEED/Energy star
LEED/Energy star

Selling price
Rental price
Rental price
Occupancy rate
Occupancy rate
Occupancy rate
NOI
Occupancy rate
Market value
Capitalization rate
Rental price
Rental/selling price
Rental/selling price
Rental price
Rental price
Selling price
Rental price
Rental price

31-35%
6-9,5%
7-17%
10-18%
8%
3%
2,7-8,2%
0,2-1,3%
6,7-10,6%
(-)0,4-1,5%
2,8-3,5%
12,1% / 17,7%
0,2% / 0,0%
15,2-17,3%
7,3-8,9%
18-25%
3-5%
3,74%

NABERS
EPC
BREEAM

Rental price
Rental premium
Rental premium
Sale premium

2-9%
12%
19,7%
14,7%

Energy cost savings
EPC
EPC
Energy cost savings
EPC A
EPC A
Transport hub
EPC
EPC
EPC

Energy savings
Rental price
Rental price
Rental premium
Rental price
Rental price
Rental price
Rental price
Rental price
Rental price

76%
3,7%
12%
32%
5%
6,50%
13%
10,7%
12,8-18,9%
9,9% (2015)
11,8% (2016)

International research
Fuerst & McAllister (2008)
Wiley, Benefield & Johnson
(2008)
Fuerst & McAllister (2009)
Pivo & Fisher (2009)

Eichholtz, Kok, & Quigley (2010a)
Miller, N. (2010)
Wiley, Benefield & Johnson
(2010)
Fuerst & McAllister (2011)
Hüttler, Leutgöb, Bienert,
Schützenhofer & Leopoldsberger
(2011)
Newell, MacFarlane & Kok (2011)
Fuerst, Wetering & Wyatt (2013)
Chegut, Eichholtz & Kok (2014)

LEED
Energy star
Energy star/Transit location

LEED
LEED
Energy star
LEED
Energy star
LEED/Energy star
LCCA

National research
Snoei (2008)
Heineke (2009)
Broek (2010)
Visser (2010)
Erve van der (2011)
Kok & Jennen (2012)
Baas (2013)
Cox (2017)
ING REF & University Maastricht
(2017)

It has been suggested that more research into the micro markets is required to gain a more complete
understanding of the relationship between sustainability and market value of real estate (Muldavin,
In Warren-Myers, 2012, p. 136).
Currently, it is lacking reliability in data and assessment methods that can be used for the valuation
practice. At the moment, real estate appraisers are ill-equipped with techniques and knowledge
about sustainability in commercial real estate and are not fully able to deal with the changing
market.
In her research, Cox (2017) drew some recommendations for further research. She mentioned that a
research from Koppels & Snoei (2009) did show that tenants are willing to compensate office owners
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in measures of sustainability by paying a premium on top of the rent. However, further research
should indicate if and how much tenants are willing to pay for sustainability at this moment. A
fundamental mark here is that market evidence on the willingness to pay for green commercial real
estate is particularly anecdotal according to Kok & Jennen (2012).
The focus on initiatives and research projects so far has been the consideration of energy
performance of buildings within valuation processes. Other aspects of sustainability have only been
addressed concisely. This is because energy performance is a rather tangible sustainability issue
(Lützkendorf & Lorenz, 2011).
What becomes clear is a relevant struggle in both the academic and business world to interpret,
implement, assess and measure sustainability. Diverse studies showed that there is inadequate
knowledge and information around the implementation and quantification of sustainability.
Valuation professionals have inadequate knowledge about sustainability and techniques to assess
sustainability.
How do you quantify sustainability? What is the actual added value of sustainability? Do investors get
a reasonable return on their investment or is there an inevitable loss? To what extent are investors
and occupiers willing to pay an extra premium for a (more) sustainable building?
Therefore, this research will try to contribute to the literature on the relationship between
sustainability and the value of offices.

1.5 Research objective
The aim of this study is to explore the influence of sustainability on the rental value development of
offices. This research is intended to hand grips to valuation surveyors, real estate investors,
developers and advisors on the implementation of sustainability in valuations. In the context of
legislation and regulation, sustainability is increasingly important in the office sector. The lack of
information and uncertainty in this sector makes it highly relevant and interesting to unravel the
influence of sustainability on the rental value of offices. Therefore, this study digs into the relation
between sustainability and rental transaction prices of offices. Eventually the link between statistical
results and valuation is translated into the valuation process. Therefore, the research project is
guided by the following research aim:

The aim of this project is to gain a better understanding of the influence of sustainability on the
rental value of offices in the Netherlands by exposing the impact of energy labels on rental
transaction prices of offices and, subsequently, use the results to add to the discussion about the
implementation of sustainability into the valuation of commercial real estate.

1.6 Research question
The research question is based on the research objective and follows:
Main question:
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To what extent are energy labels influencing the rental value of offices in the
Netherlands, and how can these results add to the discussion about the
implementation of sustainability into the valuation of commercial real estate?
The research question is subdivided into six sub-questions. The first three questions elaborate on the
theoretical concepts from the research question. Its main objective is to gain insight into those
concepts. The other questions elaborate on the empirical part of the research. While sub-question
four and five focus are analysed quantitatively, sub-question six is analysed qualitatively:
Theoretical questions:
o How can we operationalize the concept sustainability in the context of offices?
o

How is sustainability in commercial real estate framed in (inter)national policy and
legislation?

o

How do we define the valuation process and what are key value drivers?

Empirical questions:
o What is the impact of the energy label on the rental value of offices?
o

To what extent is the enforcement of the energy label policy impacting the rental value of
offices?

o

How can the yielded results, in combination with theory and interviews, add to the general
discussion about the implementation of sustainability into valuation?

1.7 Research structure
Following the introduction chapter (1), the research report consists of the next chapters: (2)
theoretical framework; (3) methodology; (4) data and descriptive statistics; (5) results, (6) conclusion
and (7) discussion and recommendations.
The second chapter is devoted to the theoretical framework and answers the theoretical subquestions. It starts with an exploration of the concept sustainability in real estate. The second
paragraph explains the (inter)national framework. The final paragraph assesses valuation methods
and examines characteristics that influence value.
The third chapter elaborates on mixed methods, the use of both quantitative and qualitative
methodology for this research. It expounds the used datasets and respondents. Furthermore, it
focuses on the theoretical and empirical model that is used.
The fourth chapter focuses on the data and descriptive statistics. It explains how the statistical
research has been carried out and examines the variables that are used.
The fifth chapter presents the results and focuses on answering sub-question four to six.
Chapter six elaborate on the conclusion, future recommendations and a discussion of the research
process and results. The main aim here is to answer the research question.
Finally, chapter seven provides a discussion and gives recommendations. This chapter will be used to
reflect on the research process and the results.
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2. Theoretical framework
2.1 Exploring sustainable real estate
This chapter provides the background for the research. The first paragraph elaborates on the
definition of sustainability and elaborates on the playing field. The second paragraph provides a
(legal) framework of how to assess sustainability in the real estate sector. The final paragraph sets
forth on commercial real estate, explains valuation methods and key value drivers and links
sustainability to valuation.
2.1.1 Definition of sustainability
Because of the rapid economic growth and urban development from the 20th century onward,
environmental pollution has been developed, and natural resources are depleting.
The treat of an ecological crisis became evident and, hence, global priorities of societal development
have been reconsidered (Kaklauskas, et al., 2015).
As a reaction, the United Nations created a World Commission on Environment and Development,
chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland, the Prime Minister of Norway at that time. In 1987, the
Brundtland commission firstly initiated the concept sustainability in the Brundtland report,
commonly known as Our Common Future. The Brundtland commission drew up a widespread and
influential definition of sustainability:
‘Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (World
Commission on Environment and Development, 1987).
Sustainability covers a broad range of physical, environmental and social factors and is increasingly
playing an important role in legislation and patterns of economic behaviour and preferences (RICS,
2013).
Later, the Brundtland report functioned as an inspiration source for the Kyoto protocol in 1997
aimed at the reduction in net emissions of greenhouse gases, and the 2015 Paris Agreement on the
mitigation, adaptation and financing of greenhouse gas emissions, starting in 2020.
Nowadays, the sustainability paradigm is often operationalized by means of the triple bottom line or
three pillars perspective, commonly known and referred to by John Elkington as the three P’s:
People, Planet, and Profit. This PPP-approach is used for each decision or investment and focuses on
preventing pollution, promoting sustainable use of resources, contributing to the reduction of
climate change and protecting the natural environment.
Therefore, its strategy is ‘reduce, re-use and recycle’ (Baas, 2013). By doing so, sustainability is linked
to circularity. Arcadis (2015) connects the subcategories (People, Planet, Profit) to three dimensions
of sustainability – social, environmental and economic. The ‘people’ sub-index captures the quality of
life that people experience. The ‘planet’ sub-index looks at the environmental factors such as energy
and greenhouse gas emissions and pollution. The focus is on resource consumption, resource
disposal and natural disaster risks. The ‘profit’ sub-index examines the business environment and
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economic performance; in other words, the economic sustainability. In their assessment of
sustainability, Arcadis (2015) used the Sustainability Target Assessment Rating Framework, existing
of 10 key points:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Health & Well-Being
Energy & Climate Action
Water
Waste
Materials & Resources

Transport & Accessibility
Biodiversity
Buildings
Community & Culture
Local Economy

2.1.2 Definition of a sustainable property
The concepts of ‘built environment‘ and ‘sustainability’ are closely intertwined, resulting in increased
attention for ‘sustainable property’ or ‘green property’ over the past few years. Just like the concept
sustainability, there is no singular definition of a sustainable property. Although there is a variety of
interpretations about the concept sustainable property, a few clear and available definitions have
been proposed. The perception of a sustainable building is constantly changing over time and
between locations.
Therefore, a range of methods has been used by developers and owners to certify buildings, such as
BREEAM and LEED (see paragraph 2.2.2) (RICS, 2013). According to these certifications, a building is
sustainable when it is built in an ecologically oriented way that reduces its impact on the
environment.
However, this interpretation is lacking scale and dynamic (Berardi, 2013). Cassidy (In Berardi, 2013, p.
74) adds that a sustainable building represents a healthy built environment by high energy, water
and material efficiency, and reduced impacts on health and environment throughout its life-cycle.
The UK Green Building Council (2009, p. 5, In RICS, 2013) described a sustainable property as ‘a
sustainable building should be one which meets peoples’ needs – as a home, or a workplace for
example – in ways which enhance its positive impacts and minimize its negative impacts,
environmentally and socially, both locally and globally over time.’
A widely used definition of sustainable real estate for Dutch investors is given by the IVBN, the
association of institutional property investors in the Netherlands: ‘Real estate that is built and
maintained in a way that it has a minimal impact on the scarce natural resources and functions
optimally regarding health, interior climate, tenant satisfaction and value increase’ (translated from
IVBN, 2009). In addition, it brings together the environment, long lifespan, tenant satisfaction and
value development.
What becomes clear is that it is rather difficult to write down a unilateral definition of a sustainable
building. However, all definitions refer to the link between social, economic and environmental
dimensions and minimize negative impacts on the built environment. Hence, the IVBN-definition is
linked to Elkington’s PPP-approach. Therefore, the definition of the IVBN is used for this research.
2.1.3 Factors of a sustainable building
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The definition of a sustainable building proposed by the IVBN mentions ‘… the minimal impact on the
scarce natural resources and functions optimally regarding health, interior climate, tenant
satisfaction and value increase’. This implies that different factors and indicators impact the scarce
natural resources and functions.
The RICS (2013) came up with a wide range of physical, social, environmental and economic factors
that will have influence on the value of a sustainable building. These factors can be narrowed down
into nine categories. These categories are rather focused at the geographic (sub)markets in which a
particular asset is situated:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Flooding
Climate
Configuration
Legislation
Fiscal considerations

Energy efficiency
Design
Accessibility
Management

Meins et al. (2010) emphasized factors that have an impact on a specific asset or property, rather
than a geographic (sub)market. They distinguished five sustainability features that influence the longterm property value of a sustainable building. These features perfectly fit in the concept of the IVBN
as they intend to explain health, interior climate, tenant satisfaction and value increase:
•
•
•

•
•

Flexibility and polyvalence
Accessibility and mobility
Health and comfort

Energy and water dependency
Safety/security

Myers, Reed & Robinson (2007, p. 3) provided a few factors that specifically aim at the reduction of
scarce resources that will have an impact on the environment, while simultaneously it will provide
enhanced user and occupant satisfaction:
•
•
•

•

Reduced production of CO2, other
greenhouse gas emissions
Waste production
Reduced use of precious natural
resources

•
•

Enhanced building occupant health and
comfort
Reduced environmental footprint
Reduced water, gas and electricity
consumption

All these factors aim at the economic return of a sustainable building. The relationship between
sustainability and the impact on the market value of a building is increasingly important for the
investment community (Meyers, Reed & Robinson, 2007).
Sayce et al. (In Myers, Reed & Robinson, 2007) expounded the link between sustainability factors and
its conduit. A sustainable building has a range of characteristics that contribute to the triple bottom
line of sustainable development: environmental, social and economic benefit (Sayce & Ellison, 2003).
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Table 2 - Links between Sustainability Criteria and Worth (Sayce et al., In Myers, Reed & Robinson, 2007)

2.1.4 Circle of blame
Hüttler et al. (2011, p. 1282) mentioned that an online survey from the Roland Berger Strategy
Consultants among 40 big real estate companies in Germany, Switzerland and Austria has evaluated
the willingness to pay for sustainable features in real estate. 70% of the investors are willing to
accept higher average investment costs of 8.9% for sustainable buildings. On the tenant’s side, 86%
are willing to accept a higher rent, with an average of 4.5% if the building is perceived as sustainable.
Normative research has shown to stakeholders that sustainability has financial, social and
environmental benefits and should affect the (market) value of (commercial) real estate. Hence,
stakeholders got intrigued and an evolution of sustainability adoption raised, but for many years the
real estate market was limited in its adoption because of what Cadman (2000) called ‘the vicious
circle of blame’ (Warren-Myers, 2012).
As sustainability should affect the market value of a property, direct and unbiased evidence is
missing. Therefore, no stakeholder really adopted the principle of sustainability (Baas, 2013). The
implementation of sustainability in the (commercial) real estate market is a slow process, despite the
stimulating legislation in the field of sustainability. This can be explained by the vicious circle of
blame (Myers, Reed & Robinson, 2007). Cadman (2000) introduced this concept as he suggested that
investors, occupiers, constructors and developers do blame each other sequentially for their lack of
commitment and lack of action to adopt more sustainable real estate practices.
Deenen (2016) distinguished three basic problems in her research:
(1) the lack of knowledge about and the lacking ability to recognize sustainability features.
(2) the lack of sustainability in the valuation or appraisal of an office and;
(3) the subjectivity in valuations. Eventually, no action will be taken, and everyone is trapped in this
circle.
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Figure 1 - The vicious circle of blame (Cadman, 2000)

In an attempt to break the vicious circle of blame, Warren-Myers (2012), following Lorenz (2008),
suggested that the original circle of blame is missing an important factor: the real estate appraisers
as advisors to the different sectors of the real estate market. Decisions that are made in the circle are
based on the opinion and advice of real estate appraisers.
Eventually, Lorenz (2008) developed a renewed model, taking all stakeholders into consideration and
showing a positive perspective on the elements in the circle. This ‘virtuous circle of blame’ tends to
demonstrate the added value of sustainability in the property market on the co-operation between
the various stakeholders (Baas, 2013). However, the limited knowledge on the relationship between
sustainability and market value by real estate appraisers is still a barrier resulting in limited
investment. Above all, change will only occur when real estate appraisers present a positive
relationship between sustainability and market value, encouraging stakeholders such as investors
and occupiers to buy into sustainability (Warren-Myers, 2012). However, the framework explains the
potential opportunities for especially investors and occupiers.
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Figure 2 - A contradiction: the virtuous circle of blame and feedback loops (Lorenz, 2008)

2.1.5 The role of the key stakeholders
Investors
The investor invests in sustainable, profitable buildings which the owner/end user wants, and in
return they expect better returns and higher value growth potential (Warren-Myers, 2012). They
need to consider that the occupier wants a desired quality, what can be achieved through
sustainable measures. Therefore, sustainable (energy) certification systems are often considered to
be the perfect measure to offer to the occupier, providing them with rates, grades, weights and
scores.
A real estate investor might be interested in a business advantage, moral responsibly, cost avoidance
and opportunities to exceed. Besides, the consideration of sustainability can result in an image
benefit (Falkenbach, Lindholm & Schleich, 2010).
Research from Davies (2005) showed that, out of 12 case studies, respondents rank corporate
sustainability high when it comes to green investments.
Owner / End Users
The owner or end user is the one who buys or rents a building. Therefore, they want a sustainable
building because it is cheaper, increases the well-being and improves the image (Warren-Myers,
2012). The occupiers are willing to invest in a green office building by paying an additional rent
premium on the lease. Although occupiers are willing to pay an additional premium, they do not
want to bear the total costs. Therefore, thorough knowledge about the division and range of costs of
sustainability is needed (Baas, 2013).
An occupying organisation might want to improve their image, reduce costs, recruiting benefits, a
healthier working environment and increased job satisfaction (Falkenbach, Lindholm & Schleich,
2010).
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Designers & Constructors
Designers and constructors have the role of designing and constructing sustainable buildings for the
developers, based on the preferences of the owner/end user (Warren-Myers, 2012). The building
classification and norms defining design and construction contribute to the regulation of the impact
on the environment (Kaklauskas, et al., 2015).
Developers
Real estate developers play a crucial role in the production of the built environment where they can
recognize spatial development opportunities, know the target market and are eager to get the job
done (Adams & Tiesdell, 2012).
A developer is aware of the environment and is responsible for the preservation of inherited values.
Their role is to develop sustainable buildings that are more resistant to obsolescence, easier to sell
and saleable for higher prices (Warren-Myers, 2012; Kaklauskas, Zavadskas, Dargis & Bardauskiené,
2015). Therefore, they need an understanding of the long-term trends of urban development. After
all, the developer is accountable to the public as their product remains visible in the public space
(Kaklauskas, et al., 2015).
Valuers & Advisors
The role of the valuer is to break with the vicious circle of blame and try to connect and interact with
the other stakeholders by advising and helping clients with the estimation of the market value and
calculation of the investment value (also known as worth). Instead of leading the market or creating
value, a valuer reflects the market for a particular property at a certain point in time, the dynamics of
the market and all associated factors that can influence (re)actions of relevant stakeholders or
market conditions (Warren-Myers, 2013).
Therefore, real estate appraisers and advisors have an important role in the adoption of
sustainability in the commercial real estate market (Warren-Myers, 2012). To identify and assess
these sustainability features, real estate appraisers constantly need to improve their knowledge of
sustainability so that they are aware of new developments that might impact the value, among which
legislation and fiscal measures (RICS, 2013).
2.1.6 Key drivers of sustainability
Besides the legal framework of the government, some other key drivers behind the implementation
of sustainability can be distinguished. Eichholtz, Kok & Quigley (2010) identified four key drivers for
the investment in sustainable buildings that could lead to economic benefit. (1) The first focuses on
energy efficiency and implies that investment in the reduction of energy, water and waste disposal
during construction or renovation results in a decrease in future costs.
It is given that capital investment in energy efficiency is cost effective at reasonable interest rates.
(2) Secondly, improved indoor environmental quality in sustainable buildings might result in an
improved productivity. Although this is difficult to assess, it is assumed that poor indoor
environmental quality is eventually expensive.
Consequently, tenants are probably willing to pay a higher rent for a better indoor environmental
quality. (3) Thirdly, corporate activities in a sustainable building will most likely affect the image of
tenants. Therefore, tenants are probably willing to pay more. (4) Finally, if tenants prefer sustainable
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buildings, these buildings will have a longer economic life-span and, consequently, a lower volatility
in the market value, reduced market risks and higher valuation.
Boyd (2005) imaged the impact of key drivers of sustainability on the value. He indicates that there
are four expected impacts on the value of environmentally efficient buildings.

Figure 3 - Key benefits of sustainability and its impact on the value (Boyd, 2005)

Myers (2012), commissioned by Jones Lang LaSalle, made a distinction between benefits of
sustainability for both owners and occupiers of sustainable buildings. Just like Eichholtz, Kok &
Quigley (2010) and Boyd (2005), Myers highlighted the positive impact of sustainability on the value
of property. However, one should be aware of the ‘split incentive’ dilemma. This occurs when
sustainability measures are not realized because motives differ between owner and occupier. While
the owner pays for enhancing sustainability, the occupier benefits by paying a lower energy bill. The
different interests make it more difficult to balance the investments in sustainable energy solutions.

Table 3 - Theoretical benefits of sustainability divided between owners and occupiers (JLL, In Myers, 2012)

The willingness of an investor to spend money on sustainability is, in many cases, reflected in the
valuation result. The willingness will increase when the sustainable building can be sold for a higher
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price (Hüttler et al., 2011). Warren-Myers (2012) mentioned that some research has focused on the
perceptions and willingness off both investors and occupiers to pay for sustainability.
The past few years, longitudinal studies have been done on the perception of real estate
stakeholders in the United Kingdom. Although the results presented positive ambitious perceptions,
little indication has been given on the impact on rents or values. From 2008 onwards, the willingness
to pay has declined among occupiers. While the exact reason is not evident, Merill Lynch (In WarrenMyers, 2012, p.121) insinuates that stakeholders, occupiers or investors are not willing to sacrifice
their profit for the environment, following the vicious circle of blame.
In the Netherlands, DTZ Zadelhoff (nowadays Cushman & Wakefield) did a research in 2008 among
127 office users in the Netherlands. The result of this benchmark showed that renters are willing to
pay an extra rent of maximum 76% of the expected savings in energy costs (Liem, 2016). However, in
the future sustainable office buildings will become the standard, resulting in a sustainability inflation.
As a result, the rental price of sustainable office buildings will become the new market price
standard.
Wilkinson & Sayce (2019) mention that traditional drivers defining the market value will change over
time. This will not result in the presence of a green premium for a sustainable building, but rather to
a brown discount where an inefficient building is a risk for the owner and, if involved, financier. A
property with a poor energy rating will decrease in value.
Masato Ito (n.d.) showed the embodiment of the added value and risk reduction for sustainable real
estate. Figure 4 shows that sustainable real estate is less affected by future taxation and regulations
because of its environmental nature. Next, depreciation of sustainable real estate is less when the
durability of a building will go up.
In addition, marketability will decrease because of ‘image improvement effect’. Concluding, the
added value of sustainable real estate is to be due to risk premium reduction because of less impact
on the environment, image improvement and an increased durability.

Figure 4 - Environmental value-added means risk premium reduction (Masato Ito, n.d.)
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Appendix A shows an all-inclusive overview of all positive and negative drivers of relevant
stakeholders. These include the investment market, the rental market, owners/end users, other
advisors, energy service companies, contractors, financiers and management & maintenance.

2.2 (Inter)national framework
This paragraph presents a national and international framework with guidelines for the
implementation of directives and tools.
Both European and Dutch jurisdiction and legislation acquire mandatory statutes that apply to
properties. EU Member States have created their own fiscal, juridical and legal framework towards
sustainability in the property industry. Rules can be intended to ensure an increase in sustainability
and act as a barrier to unsustainable buildings. Assets that do not comply may be at risk of
depreciation of value (RICS, 2013). Besides, a range of informal certification systems or measurement
tools are used to indicate sustainability. Herein, the aim is to provide a context in which current
trends and rules are merged into a formal and informal framework.
At the international level, the European Union adopted a Sustainable Development Agenda 2030 in
2015, incorporating 17 Sustainable Development Goals. These goals cover every European
(sustainability) theme. Out of these 17 global goals, one goal aims at making cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.
So far, the EU especially plies directives on energy performance. These have been implemented in
Dutch legislation which resulted in some decrees and regulations on energy performance.
2.2.1 Legal framework
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
In 2002, the European Union implemented the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive which
includes the energy performance in buildings where member states are obliged to ensure an energy
performance certificate made available to the owner or prospective buyer or tenant. This directive
has led to the implementation of national Energy Performance Certificates across the EU (Kok &
Jennen, 2012).
The label is derived from the thermal quality of a dwelling and includes elements such as insulation
quality, heating installation, ventilation and indoor air climate, solar systems, and built-in lighting
(Brounen & Kok, 2011, p. 168).
In the Netherlands, the ‘’Agentschap NL’’ – an agency of the Dutch ministry of Economic Affairs –
controls the energy performance certificates. These obligatory energy labels range from G to A and
from red to green; where the red G label is low on energy efficiency and the green A label is high on
energy efficiency.
Since 2008, the energy label for existing commercial real estate is obligated for each transaction or
rental and has a validity of 10 years. From 2014, all commercial real estate, both existing and new
building, is obligated to hand over an energy label for each mutation.
From 2023 onwards, each office in the Netherlands bigger than 100 m2 is obligated to have at least
energy label C. Monumental buildings and offices smaller than 100 m2 are an exception to the rule. In
addition, it is prohibited to deploy an office building without a valid energy label as referred to in the
Building Regulations 2012 (In Dutch: ‘’Bouwbesluit 2012’’).
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The labels are established based on a recording protocol called ISSO-publication 75.1 and 75.3. These
publications represent two ways of measuring the energy label for commercial real estate, that is the
basic method and the detailed method. The basic method has a label classification from ‘G’ to ‘A’ and
is primarily used for existing constructions, and to a lesser extent for new constructions. The detailed
method has a label classification from ‘A’ to ‘A++++’ and is suitable for energy efficient buildings. It is
especially used for new constructions, but also for existing constructions that are renovated
thoroughly. The table and figure below show the energy index and its classification for commercial
real estate:

Energy label index
Classification
++++

A
A+++
A++
A+
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Basic method

Detailed method

Existing and new buildings
N.a.
N.a.
N.a.
N.a.
≤ 1,05
1,06 – 1,15
1,16 – 1,30
1,31 – 1,45
1,46 – 1,60
1,61 – 1,75
More than 1,75

Primarily new buildings
≤ 0,30
0,31 – 0,65
0,66 – 1,00
1,01 – 1,15
1,16 – 1,35
> 1,35
N.a.
N.a.
N.a.
N.a.
N.a.

Table 4 - Energy index for commercial real estate (RVO, 2015, own edit)

Current situation:
The Dutch Enterprise Agency (RVO) has an up to date database with all registered energy labels for
all offices until May 2019.
What becomes clear is that around 75% of the offices have energy label C or higher. Still around 25%
has an unsustainable energy label, of which 11% has label G. This means that around one fourth of
the total stock does not comply with the energy label restriction for 2023 and more than half does
not comply with the 2030 rule. The RVO presumes that in reality more offices are not complying with
the rules. Two possible reasons are poor inspection and a relative low fine if you do not have an
energy label.
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Figure 5 - Total amount and distribution of energy labels (RVO, 2019, own edit)

Despite the challenge for the coming years, there is a positive tendency since the introduction of the
requirement to hand over an energy label at any transaction or mutation. The figure below shows
the tendency in the office stock of the past ten years. It shows the gradual decline of energy
inefficient buildings and the gradual increase in energy efficient buildings.

Figure 6 – Development of the tendency of registered energy labels for offices (RVO, 2019, own edit)

Energy Efficiency Directive
In 2012, the European Parliament has set the EED which needs to help to realize the European
targets on energy use agreed on in 2007. The idea is to use the 20/20/20 target for 2020, meaning
that greenhouse gas emission should be reduced by 20%, 20% of the energy should be generated
sustainable, and energy use should be reduced by 20% in comparison to 1990. Member States are
obligated to implement and integrate the requirements of the EED in national legislation.
Eventually, all EU countries are required to use energy more efficiently at all stages of the energy
chain (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland, n.d.).
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Activiteitenbesluit
The ‘’Activiteitenbesluit’’ is a Dutch legal requirement prescribed by the national government in 2013
as part of the National Energy Agreement (‘’Energieakkoord’’). It prescribes energy efficient
measures to 19 different industries or real estate owners, among which offices.
If a commercial property is using more than 50,000 kWh electricity or 25,000 m3 gas a year, the
responsible person for the facility has to implement energy efficient measures with a pay-back time
of five years or shorter.
Often, the responsible person is the renter of the facility (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland,
n.d.).
In 2019, an update of the energy label legislation legally obliged institutes to inform the national
government about their implemented energy measures, taken from a general list of recognized
measures.
Bijna EnergieNeutraal Gebouw (BENG)
In 2020, the EPC’s will be replaced by BENG, which will become the new legal minimum level for new
buildings. BENG is a new tool in the Netherlands that can be compared with the English nZEB-tool
(nearly Zero Energy Building) which is derived from the EPBD. This is a legal demand that requires
new buildings to be (almost) energy neutral.
Energy neutral means that the energy use, measured in a year’s time on the balance is zero for
building specific energy use.
BENG can be explained by three indicators (Valk & Haytink, 2017; LenteAkkoord, 2017):
1. Need of energy
2. Primary fossil energy use
3. Share of renewable energy
The first indicator is a measure for the energy efficiency of the building itself and is best
characterized as the need for energy to heat and to cool a building.
The second indicator refers to the amount of fossil fuel that will be used for heating, cooling, hot
water and other installations.
The final indicator refers to the amount of renewable energy, divided by the total primary energy
use.
The first two indicators are expressed in kilowatt hour per square metre (kWh/m2) per year, while
the last indicator is a percentage per year.
The table below shows the intended BENG-requirements and their threshold for each building
function.

Intended BENG-requirements
Building function
Residential
Non-residential
Schools
Residential care

Indicator 1
≤ 25 kWh/ m2
≤ 50 kWh/ m2
≤ 50 kWh/ m2
≤ 65 kWh/ m2

Indicator 2
≤ 25 kWh/ m2
≤ 25 kWh/ m2
≤ 60 kWh/ m2
≤ 120 kWh/ m2

Table 5 - Proposed BENG-requirements (translated from Dutch)
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Indicator 3
≥ 50 %
≥ 50 %
≥ 50 %
≥ 50 %

In line with BENG, some other initiatives play an important role for the future. NOM (Nul-op-demetre) does not only pay attention to the building-related energy use, but rather to the whole
energy usage of a building. Hence, the building has to supply enough energy for all the functions
within the building.
MilieuPrestatie Gebouwen
The MPG indicates the environmental burden of materials that have been implemented in a building.
It is an important measure for sustainability in a building and is obligatory for each request for an
environmental permit.
The focus is on new housing and new offices bigger than 100 m2, where the maximum limit value is
1.0. The lower the MPG score, the more sustainable the use of materials will be.
To measure the influence of a material on sustainability, MPG uses a life-cycle assessment (LCA). An
LCA calculates the environmental burden of a material based on 11 indicators. The MPG has been
recorded in the Building Regulations 2012.
Green Public Procurement
In 2010, the Dutch government started with the Green Public Procurement program which had a
huge impact on the real estate market. The national government choose for a sustainable alternative
when making investment decisions. From now on, the national government only considered the use
of buildings with an energy label C or higher for new leases. From an environmental perspective, this
policy seemed to be effective.
The explicit demand for energy efficient office buildings has given an impulse to the improvement of
energy efficiency in the existing office stock (Kok & Jennen, 2012). On the contrary, this implied that
the polarization between sustainable and unsustainable office buildings has grown which has huge
financial implications for owners of office properties.
Therefore, government buildings in the Netherlands are (almost) energy neutral from 2018 onwards
(Valk & Haytink, 2017).
2.2.2 Fiscal and legal considerations
Regulation for EU Member States has been arranged increasingly by EU legislation instead of national
measures. Despite this, some countries in the European Union have introduced their own fiscal and
legal measures to assure and to improve sustainability performance of buildings. Real estate
appraisers should be aware of those existing measures and possible future measures as they might
affect rental and capital value.
In some countries, specific goals are linked to fiscal initiatives among which fiscal advantages and
incentives. These advantages and incentives - such as subsidies and taxes – can either add to the
value or depreciate in value (RICS, 2013).
Fiscal incentives can encourage sustainability in environmental planning. These incentives are often
neglected in research into sustainability in the property market.
Some of the most important advantages and subsidies in the Netherlands are:
• ‘’Stimuleringsregeling Duurzame Energieproductie’’ (SDE)
• ‘’Investeringssubsidie Duurzame Energie’’ (ISDE)
• ‘’Energie-investeringsaftrek’’ (EIA)
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•
•

‘’Milieu-investeringsaftrek’’ (MIA)
‘’Willekeurige afschrijving milieu-investeringen’’ (VAMIL)

The SDE is a subsidy that stimulates renewable energy and CO2-reducing techniques by compensating
the unprofitable top of these techniques.
The ISDE is an investment subsidy that grants the purchase of solar boilers, heat pumps, biomass
boilers and pellet stoves. The government stimulates the use of more sustainable heat instead of gas.
This saves energy and repulses CO2-emission.
The EIA subsidy implies a fiscal deduction of the investment costs from the fiscal profit. A company
can be eligible for the EIA if it invests in energy-efficient techniques and sustainable energy.
The MIA and the VAMIL subsidy imply a deduction from the investment in environment-friendly
techniques. These can be used as a tax break.
Additionally, the government started an option for ‘green financing’ to promote sustainability and
innovations in environment technologies. This is a co-operation in which the government gives tax
incentives or subsidies to ‘green’ savers and investors.
Consequently, banks such as ING, ABN AMRO and Rabobank can give a lower interest rate on loans
to ‘green’ investors.
2.2.3 Assessment tools
A visible sign of the fashionable trend of sustainability in real estate is the boom of sustainability
assessment methods for buildings.
Kaklauskas (et al., 2015) mentioned that there are about 600 different assessment systems over the
world that measure the social, environmental and economic indicators of sustainability. Most of
these certificates follow the approach of ‘green buildings’ that include a whole range of sustainability
indicators or aspects such as energy performance, comfort parameters, CO2-emissions, reusability of
building materials, connection to local public transport, social impacts, etcetera (Hüttler, et al., 2011,
p. 1279).
Below, some of the most common sustainability certificates from over the world have been
explained. The first two (BREEAM and LEED) are used to assess the whole of aspects of sustainability
of a building and at any stage of the building life cycle. The others only assess parts of sustainability.
BREEAM
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) is the leading and
most widely used environmental assessment method which has been developed in the United
Kingdom in 1990. It was first introduced in the Netherlands in 2009, commonly known as BREEAM
NL, by the Dutch Green Building Council (DGBC). This rating tool is used for the analysis and
improvement of buildings, based on certain target values for different criteria.
BREEAM can be used for both existing and new buildings. In Europe, BREEAM is accounting for 80%
of the market share for sustainable building certifications.
Predominantly, BREEAM is focusing on the environmental factor that can be subdivided into ten
categories: Management, Energy, Transport, Water, Materials, Waste, Land Use & Ecology, Health &
Wellbeing, Pollution and Innovations (Kaklauskas, et al., 2015; Doan, et al., 2017). It uses a qualitative
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weighting and total score of a building, through expressing the value or appreciation of a building in a
grade like Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent or Outstanding.
LEED
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a popular green building certification that
has been developed in the United States by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) in 1998. Since
1999, separate standards have been applied to new and existing buildings.
LEED is the most widely adopted rating scheme based on the number of countries that are using it.
It is claimed that the use of LEED certification helps buildings to have lower operating costs and
increased asset values with a healthier and safer environment for its occupants (Eichholtz, Kok &
Quigley, 2010a).
Like BREEAM, LEED predominantly evaluates environmental factors that can be subdivided into six
categories: Sustainable Sites, Water Efficiency and Energy & Atmosphere, Materials & Resources,
Innovation in Operations, Regional Priority and Indoor Environment Quality (Kaklauskas, et al., 2015;
Doan, et al., 2017).
LEED uses a qualitative way of expressing the value or appreciation of a building in a grade like
Certified, Silver, Gold or Platinum.
GreenCalc+
GreenCalc+ was established in 1997, commissioned by the Dutch government and is used for the
rating of commercial real estate. GreenCalc+ is a calculation program that uses a LCA to measure the
sustainability of a building. It can be used to measure the environmental effects for both existing and
new buildings.
The focus is on the use of materials, water and energy. GreenCalc+ uses a quantitative way of
expressing the value or appreciation of a building by using labels in the range from ‘A’ to ‘G’
(Agentschap NL, 2010).
GPR
GPR (Gemeentelijke Praktijk Richtlijn) is a certification method that had been developed in the
Netherlands in 1995. It is a digital instrument that can be used to assess sustainability of a building by
assigning one out of five themes: Energy, Environment, Health, Users Quality and Future Value.
GPR uses a qualitative way of expressing the value or appreciation of a building by assigning a grade
from 1 to 10 for each theme, converted into a star from 1 to 5.
The result of a GPR-building can be used as input for the theme ‘Materials’ from BREEAM-NL.
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Energy
Material
Water
Mobility
Health
Management
Waste
Ecology
Pollution
Innovation
Future value
User quality
Application

BREEAM

LEED

GreenCalc+

GPR

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Design & process

Design & process

Design tool

X
X
Design tool

Broad
Yes
Yes
Pass
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Outstanding

Broad
Yes
No
Certified
Silver
Gold
Platinum

Limited
No
Yes
Label A to G

Limited
Yes
No
1 to 5 stars

Scope
Qualitative
Quantitative
Certification

Table 6 - Abstract of different sustainability certification methods and criteria (Baas, 2013, own edit)

2.3 Valuation of commercial real estate
In order to investigate the link between energy efficiency and the rent and value of commercial real
estate, it is important to explore the standard valuation framework for commercial real estate. This
chapter explores different relevant valuation methods and adopts important hedonic characteristics
of buildings and its location.
Eventually, sustainability (energy label) can be implemented in a hedonic model which, on his turn,
can be used to evaluate the influence of sustainability on the value of commercial real estate.
2.3.1 Valuation methods
Valuation means that an appraiser gives an independent value to an object (building), taking into
consideration the market circumstances and the characteristics of the object (building). The market
value is the value that a rational, obliging buyer wants to pay for an object (building) in the market.
There are different methods in defining the value of an object.
In this paragraph, some approaches of appreciation of real estate and associated methods of
valuation are briefly explained. These valuation methods are used to describe and explore the
relationship between sustainability and the market value of commercial real estate.
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Income capitalization is the key method that can be used to appraise commercial real estate, often
accompanied by a sales comparison approach.
2.3.1.1 Different valuation approaches
Meins et al. (2010) has made a distinction between three of the most common property valuation
methods used nowadays: sales comparison approaches, income capitalization approaches and cost
approaches.
Sales comparison approach
The sales comparison approach is used to compare data and transaction prices of different objects
with the subject property being valued. The downside or difficulty of this approach is often the lack
of existing comparable data (Hüttler et al., 2011).
Through the expanding of the available dataset within the market, real estate appraisers can
contribute to the knowledge development and improvement by establishing an information base
about sustainability. By doing so, a comparable dataset can be built (RICS, 2013).
Income capitalization approach
The income capitalization approach is characterized by the annual income through the leasing of an
office space and is used for commercial real estate. An investor uses similar knowledge to determine
the value of an income generating property as to determine the value of any other investment. The
capitalization of the income is most commonly used to estimate the price (capital value) of a
property in relation to the market trend. The income approach uses market data to make
assumptions (Myers, Reed & Robinson, 2007).
The income method can be divided into direct capitalization and discounted cash flow, where the
former approach uses the estimated achievable market rents divided by a cap rate or yield to derive
the market value (Hüttler et al., 2011).
Dutch forms of direct capitalization are the Gross Initial Yield (BAR, Bruto Aanvangsrendement) and
the Net Initial Yield (NAR, Netto Aanvangsrendement) and they have been explained below after the
cost approach.
Cost approach
The cost approach, or depreciated replacement cost method, is used to derive the replacement or
reproduction costs of the property that is being valued (Hüttler et al., 2011). The price of a property
that a buyer should pay should equalize the costs to build the same property. Therefore, a new or
rebuild building should perform the function of the existing structure of the obsoleted and
deprecated building. These costs include costs of land, building costs and additional remaining costs
(Cox, 2017).
2.3.1.2 Gross Initial Yield (BAR)
The BAR-method is used to determine the value of an object by capitalizing the gross rent with a
gross initial yield. As Cox (2017, p. 35) described, a BAR of 5 percent means that the rent will be
multiplied by a capitalization factor of 20, while a BAR of 10 percent results in a multiplication of the
rent by a capitalization factor of 10. The formula of the BAR-method is as follows:
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= Value
= Rental price
= Gross initial yield
= Plus costs/Buyer’s costs

2.3.1.3 Net initial yield (NAR)
The NAR-method is in principle the same as the BAR-method. However, instead of the gross value,
the net value is capitalized based on a net initial yield. Besides, the NAR-method considers the
average operating costs of an object (Cox, 2017, p. 35). The formula of the NAR-method is as follows:
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= Value
= Rental value
= Operating costs
= Net initial yield
= Present value
= Capital adjustment
= Plus costs/Buyer’s costs

2.3.1.4 Discounted cash flow
This method is used in many European countries and has become the most commonly used method
to valuate investment property. The DCF-method is used for dynamic investment valuation that
discounts future cash flow to a single reference date to obtain the present values which are added
afterwards. The market value results from the sum of discounted cash flows within a certain period
and the residual value (Meins et al., 2010, p. 283).
The DCF-method often follows a period of 10 years where the investment is done at the beginning of
the period and the cash flow will be received in the next 10 years. The investment at the beginning of
the period is known as the discount rate (Cox, 2017).
Important in the determination of the market value is the discount rate, which has the task to
consider risks that are not considered in the DCF by the cash flows (Meins et al., 2010).
The value of the object at the end of the period is determined by the exit yield. Berkhout (2010)
mentioned that the DCF-method is the most appropriate model to calculate the added value of
sustainable real estate.
The formula of the DCF-method is as follows:

DCF
r
CFn

= Discounted cash flow
= The discount rate
= Cash flow in period n
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n

= The time in years before the future cash flow occurs

2.3.1.5 Valuation lag
Valuation is ultimately focused on quantifying the value of real estate through estimations, based on
a range of valuation options. Valuation is coupled with a degree of uncertainty that differs because of
market conditions and different types of property.
As a result, the accuracy of the value is not always quantified accurately. The reason might be
incomplete information regarding new market trends and developments in the future (Meins et al.,
2010, p. 283).
Eventually, the value of real estate depends largely on these trends and developments. Some of
these conditions can be included in the valuation such as climate change and energy prices.
However, current valuation methods are mainly influenced by past trends because they rely on
empirical evidence and market data. Hence, failure occurs as real estate appraisers try to engage the
consequences of long-term changes. As sustainability features are related to the long-term, the
failure of implementing sustainability into valuation is evident (Meins et al., 2010, p. 284).
An emerging concept in the valuation world is the construction of so-called shadow prices. These are
constructed prices for goods or production factors which are not traded at the market. Normally,
market prices are used in economic analyses, but not all properties or goods can be priced according
to the market. An example of such a property is environmental quality or sustainability.
Therefore, a shadow price is used to quantify the social value of sustainability and it includes the
negative impacts on the environment.
By doing so, sustainability is supplied with a price tag (Korteland, 2010).
2.3.2 Key value drivers
Commissioned by the PBL, Weterings, Dammers, Breedijk, Boschman & Wijngaarden (2009) did
research into the value of offices and the effects on the office rents. When calculating the effect of
sustainability on the value of commercial real estate, it is important to include other aspects that
might influence the value in the hedonic price analysis.
Based on earlier research from Atilla Öven & Pekdemir (2006), DTZ Zadelhoff & Nyenrode (2006) and
Dunse & Jones (1998), Weterings et al. (2009) has focused on four characteristics that can influence
the value of an office and willingness of an occupier to pay for an office:
•
•
•

•

Characteristics of the lease agreement: the length of the lease agreement, agreements
between the owner and the tenant, main activity of the tenant;
Characteristics of the building: floor area, construction year, design level, parking facilities
and internal facilities;
Characteristics of the location of the building: the presence of green, public space and the
type of cultivation around the building, the presence of facilities close by, the presence of
other business activities on the location, the relative location of the building in comparison
with the city centre, the accessibility of the building;
(Regional) market conditions: the relation between supply and demand and the degree of
vacancy.
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Characteristics of the lease agreement
A lease agreement contains agreements between the landlord and the tenant, which can differ for
each transaction. The length of the contract can influence the price. A short lease agreement has a
relative higher price on average, while a long lease agreement has a relative lower price. The
difference can be explained based on risk analyses.
A short lease agreement gives an investor less assurance on the rental revenue (Atilla Öven &
Pekdemir, 2006; Weterings, et al., 2009). In addition, longer lease agreements have longer durations
in cash flow, resulting in less fluctuation in tenant occupation and more rental stability (Chegut,
Eichholtz & Kok, 2014). This can have a positive impact on the price.
While lease agreements traditionally last for 25 years, nowadays lease agreements have a shorter
life-span as tenants desire more flexibility (DTZ Zadelhoff & Nyenrode, 2006).
Other relevant aspects are whether the lease agreement contains a correction for inflation, if the
price includes service costs such as electricity, water, gas and security and the length of the rent-free
period (Atilla öven & Pekdemir, 2006).
A rent-free period can result in larger discounts in the cash flow and, hence, reduce the price on the
short term (Chegut, Eichholtz & Kok, 2014). Such lease incentives are especially used in the office
market as there is a surplus of supply. It is difficult for landlords to attract new tenants. The landlord
causes the tenant to maximize the net present value of the asset at the outset and throughout its life
of the lease (Dale-Johnson, 2001, p. 451). Incentives are closely correlated to vacancy rates. The
economic crisis of 2008 caused an increase in short-term rental contracts with extremer incentives
and an increase in power of tenants. Buitenlaar (2015) mentioned that an increase in vacancy results
in an increase in rental incentives on the short term. Nevertheless, it seems that the end of the crisis
has changed something. Investors are less likely to use a policy with risky incentives.
Another relevant characteristic is the tenancy status (Korse, 2018). A building can be either vacant or
sublet to one or more tenants (multi-tenant).
It is rather difficult to measure features of lease agreements as most features are not publicly
available. Furthermore, buildings that are listed longer on the market normally receive a discount on
the price (Chegut, Eichholtz & Kok, 2014).
These lease characteristics are negotiation subjects between the landlord and the potential tenant
about the possibility to improve the attractiveness of the lease contract and to reach beneficial
contract provisions (Pfrang & Wittig, 2008, p. 88). Some of these negotiations are the lease price,
utility regulations, lease duration, renewal and cancellation options, liability and insurance
regulations and incentives (Pfrang & Wittig, 2008, p. 91).
Building characteristics
The characteristics of buildings are expected to determine the value of offices to a large degree.
Especially the floor area is important. Therefore, most studies use the rent price per square metre as
indicator to determine the real estate value of the office (Debrezion & Willigers, 2007).
Besides the floor area, the quality of the façade and the entire building, the possibility of flexible
furnishing of the office, the availability of parking spaces and climate control are mentioned as
relevant building characteristics (Atilla Öven & Pekdemir, 2006; Dunse & Jones, 1998).
However, in comparison to residential buildings, there is limited to no information available about
the building characteristics of offices. Therefore, it is quite unknown how much tenants are willing to
pay more (Koppels, e.a., 2007).
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Dunse & Jones (1998) have mentioned that the construction year and the age are important
indicators to define the quality of a building. That is why the two most important indicators ‘floor
area’ and ‘construction year’ have been incorporated in the hedonic pricing model.
Additionally, Nappi-Choulet, Maleyre & Maury (2007) mentioned that the occupation of the property
is also important. This can be distinguished into transactions that concern a section of a building or
transactions that concern the whole building.
Because there is limited data available about the other indicators, it is impossible to incorporate
them. As we want to know the influence of sustainability on the price of commercial real estate, it is
important to incorporate the indicator ‘energy label’ into the building level.
Locational characteristics
The third factor is the location of the building. Weterings et al. (2009) makes a distinction between
four relevant locational characteristics:
• The accessibility of the location;
• The type of economic activity near the office;
• The facilities near the offices;
• The physical characteristics in the direct surroundings of the office.
The first indicator shows the accessibility of the location. Research (Van Oort, et al., 2007) shows that
an improved accessibility can be tested based on four variables:
• A shorter distance to the highway;
• A shorter distance to the nearest intercity train station;
• Good accessible by car;
• Good accessible by train.
So, characteristics of the area can best be operationalized based on the distance to the highway, the
train station and the bus station.
Additionally, they mentioned that accessibility by car is the most important location factor. In his
research on accessibility of offices, Van Hees (2016) mentioned that cars are the most important
transport mode, although public transport must be kept in mind as well. He also mentioned that the
importance of a nearby public transport station is growing.
Besides, tenants are probably willing to pay more for a better accessible location (Weterings et al.,
2009). Therefore, following Cox (2017), the location factors can be divided into:
• Distance to a train station;
• Distance to a bus stop;
• Distance to a tram/metro stop;
• Distance to a provincial road;
• Distance to a highway.
The second indicator refers to the practice of economic activities in the nearby area of the office.
This indicator can best be described as the coherence between the development of office locations
towards transport types.
As one of the first, Hoek (2007) described the chronological development of offices based on six
typologies and used it to show the development of Amsterdam:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

1900: Historical office location
1920: Pre-modern office location
1940: Business and office location
1960: 1st generation office parks
1980: 2nd generation office parks
2000: All-inclusive environment

Figure 7 - Office locations in Amsterdam (Van den Hoek, 2007)

In addition, Noorda (2016) mentioned that, based on municipal sources, each of the big cities has its
own typology for offices.

Amsterdam
Prime location

Rotterdam
Metropolitan prime
location
Inner city centre location

The Hague
Metropolitan city
centre environment
Inner city location
Node location

Highway location

Peri-urban public
transport node location
Highway location

Residential district

Residential areas

Industrial district
Knowledge location

Industrial district
Regional public transport
node location

Dispersed offices in
residential district
Mixed office zone

City centre location
Node location

Highway office zone

Utrecht
Metropolitan city
centre location
Public transport node
location
Highway location
Offices in residential
districts
Offices in industrial
district

Table 7 - Abstract of types of office locations for the municipality Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht (Noorda,
2016)
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Based on the typologies described above, four major locations can be distinguished: city centre
location, node location, residential location and industrial location.
Bak (2016) and Cox (2017) described the scattering of offices in the 20th century and made a more
concrete distinction between five general location types for offices that are also used by the NVM:
• Office district
• City centre
• Residential district
• Industrial district
• Outskirts
The final two indicators (‘facilities near the offices’ and ‘physical characteristics in the direct
surroundings of the office’) suggest the appreciation of the proximity of facilities, giving employees
the opportunity to go out for lunch, shopping or going for a walk and the influence of the immediate
vicinity on the appeal of the office. The appeal of the office is determined by the physical features of
the build environment, the presence of other business activities and the presence of facilities within
50 metres. These two indicators define differences in rents only to a limited extent (Wetering et al.,
2009).
In this research, ZIP codes can be used as a standard methodology to control for building location
characteristics. This is in accordance with research from Kok & Jennen (2012) and Chegut, Eichholtz &
Kok (2014).
(Regional) market conditions
The final characteristic is the regional market conditions, showing regional differences on the office
market. Supply and demand of offices is primarily determined on the regional level and is indicated
by the vacancy rate.
Often, office tenants are not willing to move over a long distance because of their employees or the
proximity of clients. Offices are regionally orientated. Therefore, they mostly look for a new location
within the conurbation where they are already established.
The rental price for offices differs between conurbations.
The rental values can differ for each region, but also for each location. A location next to a train
station meets different market conditions than a location next to the highway. Therefore, market
conditions are linked to the transaction prices. Regional market conditions can have a strong
coherence with rental prices of offices (Weterings et al., 2009).
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2.4 Conceptual model and hypotheses
Conceptual model
The figure below shows the conceptual model and explains the influence of energy labels on the
rental transaction value of offices. It connects the discussed theory with the operationalization of this
research.
The effect of the energy label on the value of offices can be tested. The dependent variable is the
rental transaction price per square metre of offices. The independent variables are on the one hand
the energy label and the energy index, and on the other hand the building characteristics:
construction year, transaction size, property size and parking space. In order to assess and explain
the impact of the energy label and the energy index on the value of offices, it is important to include
control variables. Therefore, locational characteristics and transaction characteristics are included.
These are further operationalized in chapter 4.

Figure 8 - Conceptual model
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Hypotheses
Three hypotheses have been derived from the theory and the conceptual model. These hypotheses
represent the empirical sub-questions that are evaluated through a quantitative study using a
hedonic pricing model.
Hypothesis 1
(H0):
(H1):

A lower energy index has a significant positive impact on the rental value of
offices.
A higher energy index has a significant negative impact or no impact on the
rental value of offices.

Different researches have indicated that sustainable offices do have a higher value than
unsustainable offices. Some of the most recent works showed that rental prices can increase up to
11,8%. But as the market changes constantly in the light of legislation, so does the value of offices.
Nevertheless, the assumption is that the higher an energy label and the lower the energy-index, the
higher the value of an office.
Contradictory, a higher energy index will have a negative impact on the value of an office.
Hypothesis 2
(H0):
(H1):

Hypothesis 3
(H0):
(H1):

The introduction in 2016 of an obligated energy label demand of at least C in
2023 has had a positive significant impact on the rental value of offices.
The introduction in 2016 of an obligated energy label demand of at least C in
2023 has had no significant impact on the rental value of offices.

The restriction of the energy label obligation in 2018 has had an increasingly
positive impact on the rental value of offices.
The restriction of the energy label obligation in 2018 has had no positive or no
impact on the rental value of offices.

It is acknowledged by Ihlanfeldt (2007) that different studies have shown that regulatory policies do
have an effect on housing prices.
Indeed, Fuerst & McAllister (2011, p. 46) are arguing that, amongst other things, in the long run the
persistence of rental price premium is contingent upon changes in regulation.
However, little is known about the effect of regulation on office prices. At the end of 2016, former
Minister of Housing and Civil Service, Stef Blok, did announce a stricter energy-demand that forces
office owners to be certified with an EU energy label of at least C in 2023.
Additionally, on the first of January 2018 the EPBD enforced office owners to indicate the energy
label of the building for each mutation or transaction.
The registration of the office label became mandatory.
In order to test this hypothesis, an interaction-variable is used that makes a distinction between the
period before and after the occurrence of the policy being in effect. This variable will be interacted
with the different energy label classes. By doing so, we can conclude whether the enforcement of
energy label policies has a positive impact.
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The last hypothesis will further examine the effect of regulation on the rental price of energy labels
by breaking down the period before and the period afterwards into separate years.
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3. Methodology
This chapter presents the research strategy: a mixed methods approach. Strategic choices that
concern the used methodology are briefly explained. Both the quantitative and qualitative part of
mixed methods are explained, as well as corresponding criteria.
Creswell (2014) makes a general distinction between the use of qualitative research, quantitative
research and a mix of both methods.

3.1 Mixed methods
This research uses a relatively new methodology in the field of social research which is known as
mixed methodology, consisting of both qualitative and quantitative data. The methodology is
originated in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Each type of data collection has its limitations and strengths. Therefore, mixed methods combines
the strengths of both data collection methods and helps to develop a stronger understanding of the
research problem and questions. It involves the integrating and connecting of two datasets to draw
interpretations that combine the strengths of both sets of data (Creswell, 2015). It consists of the
gathering of both open-ended and closed-ended data to answer the research questions.
In choosing between a qualitative and a quantitative approach, it is important to select the method
that will allow you to answer the research questions and, hence, pays attention to the purpose of the
research and the research problem (Farthing, 2016).
Creswell (2014) did explain that certain types of social research problems and questions aim for
specific approaches. A qualitative approach fits best when a certain phenomenon is being
investigated and understood, because little research has been done on it. On the other hand, a
quantitative approach is preferably used for a descriptive mean such as the identification of
indicators that influence the outcome.
With the help of mixed method research, the two forms of data can be integrated in the design
analysis. Data can be merged, connected and embedded. This allows the research approach to be
both deductive and inductive. Deduction is used to test theory by deducting hypotheses from theory.
Induction is used to analyse the interview data and contribute to theory. Deduction is the main
strategy for quantitative research while induction is the main strategy for qualitative research. Both
approaches are mentioned in the next paragraphs.
Hence, mixed methods seeks a holistic understanding of the research problem (Creswell, 2014) and
can add rigor to the research. Consequently, using mixed methods will increase the triangulation and
validity of the research.
Thinking in terms of mixed methods requires a combined thinking at a philosophical level. Saunders,
Lewis & Thornhill (2015) distinguished four different research philosophies: positivism, realism,
interpretivism and pragmatism. Each philosophy can help you to make thorough choices that
underpin your research strategy. These assumptions should fit the research strategy, that is mixed
methods.
Mixed methods rarely reflects a subjectivist and constructivist view of the world, but rather indicates
an analytic and prescriptive style of positivism (Giddings, 2006, p. 200). The ontology of a positivist
view is based on a reality that exists independently of the researcher.
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Furthermore, the researcher wants to discover an absolute knowledge about an objective reality
where the goal of knowledge is to simply describe a phenomena (Scotland, 2012). Research focuses
on a naïve realism with an objective reality.
Eventually, critique arose and a new research paradigm was established as a response to positivism
and constructivism: post-positivism. Giddings (2006, p. 195) mentioned that mixed methods covers
for the continuing hegemony of positivism, however in a renewed post-positivist form. Postpositivists, unlike positivists, deny the total independence and objectivity of the researcher and the
object. They acknowledge that the researcher can influence the observations. While positivism
purely focused on quantitative research, post-positivism opens the door for qualitative research. A
quantitative dominant mixed methods approach relies on a quantitative post-positivist view of the
research process, where the addition of qualitative data is likely to benefit most research projects
(Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner (2007, p. 124). This research follows a post-positivist philosophy.
Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2015) gave two possible types of mixed method research that uses both
data collection techniques and analysis: mixed model research and mixed methods research. These
procedures can either be used at the same time (parallel) or one after the other (sequential) but
does not combine them.
A parallel procedure can be used to either take quantitative data and convert it into a narrative or to
convert qualitative data into numerical codes. Interaction between the two sources is limited during
the data collection phase, but findings complement one another at the data interpretation stage.
The sequential procedure does not combine or convert the two methods, but is utilized when the
results of one method are necessary for the planning of the next method (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie &
Turner, 2007, p. 115). Results in this research from both methods are meant to be interpreted and
complemented together. That is why the procedures are parallel.
Bryman (2016), following Creswell & Plano Clark (2011), made a distinction between four commonly
employed mixed methods designs: convergent parallel design, exploratory sequential design,
explanatory sequential design and embedded design. The premise of each design is that a single
dataset is not sufficient to answer all research questions.
The first one entails the simultaneous collection of qualitative and quantitative data and compares
and/or merges the data to form an integrated whole.
The second design entails the collection of qualitative data prior to quantitative data, following a
sequential design.
The third sequential design entails the collection of quantitative data prior to qualitative data.
The final design can have either qualitative or quantitative research as the priority approach but
builds on the other approach as well. The inferior research method is as though embedded in the
design of the priority research approach and can be used to support your argument.
Because this research studies the quantitative influence of the energy label on the rental price level
of offices, an embedded mixed method design is used where the quantitative method is the principal
data-gathering tool. Interviews are used to support the results and complement to the discussion
about sustainability in valuation processes.
The potential of facilitation is used where one data collection method aids research using another
data collection method (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2015). This type of research can be seen as a
quantitative dominant mixed methods research and is symbolized by Johnson, Onwuegbuzie &
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Turner (2007) as QUAN + qual research. The qualitative method is used to support the quantitative
data and to integrate the results into valuation ends for valuation professionals.
In the end, an integrated and ‘embedded’ result creates an holistic picture that triangulates the
discussion of sustainability in commercial real estate.
Although a mixed methods approach has a lot of advantages, there are some challenges. Especially,
two challenges do stand out. As it is a sophisticated, complex approach, mixed methods includes the
need for extensive data collection and a time-intensive way of analyzing all data (Creswell, 2014).
These challenges are tackled and the analysis is stepwise discussed in the next paragraphs and
chapter four.
The next two paragraphs expound on the use of both qualitative and quantitative research. First, it
explores the meaning of each type of research and, subsequently, the use of specific methods.

3.2 Qualitative part
The terms qualitative and quantitative methodology are widely used in business and management
research to differentiate both data collection and data analysis (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2015).
The qualitative method is generally framed in terms of using words rather than numbers and is
characterized by the exploring and understanding of a social or human problem. Data about people
and places is collected in a participant’s setting (Creswell, 2014).
Qualitative research is expressed by an inductive style where theory is the outcome of research and
involves the drawing of generalizable assumptions out of observations. This process is characterized
by the weaving back and forth between data and theory, a strategy often referred to as iterative
(Bryman, 2016).
Eventually, themes or patterns are established and, consequently, one can distinguish relationships,
their context and deeper thoughts and behaviours.
This part aims at theory building by translating sustainability into valuation processes and providing
tools for valuation surveyors.
In qualitative research, data collection consists of multiple sources such as interviews, observations,
documents and audiovisual information (Creswell, 2014).
In this study, qualitative research is used for two reasons.
Firstly, it helps to explore the problem of implementing sustainability in valuation methods.
Secondly, it helps to answer sub-question six.
Qualitative research begins with assumptions, the use of a theoretical lens and the studying of a
social or human problem. Data is gathered by semi-structured interviews, which is a conversational
way of getting data. Participants, or respondents, get the change to explain their view on the
problem.
This type of interviewing tends to be much less structured. The content, order of questions and
possible answers are not or only partially fixed (Bryman, 2016).
Qualitative research is useful to get a holistic detailed understanding of the problem and, therefore,
can complement the answer on the research question in this study. It is important to hear the
opinion of the empowered individuals and to place this in a context (Creswell, 2013).
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For the semi-structured interviews, I have used an interview guide that listed some topics and related
questions. This guide can be found in appendix B.
It is important to note here that these questions have been used as a guideline and are not or only
partially fixed. There is no fixed order between questions as it is important that the interviewee has
space to explain his view.
To ensure the reliability and variability of the results, all interviews have been recorded and
transcribed afterwards.
Paragraph 5.3 explores the results from the interviews. To ensure everyone’s privacy, quotes from
the interviews are anonymous.
The table below gives an abstract of the respondents, their company, their job and the date of the
interview.
Table 8 – Abstract of the respondents

Respondent

Company

Job

Date of interview

Karlon Cox

MVGM International
Advisory

Junior Asset Manager

04-04-2019

Bert Deen

Dynamix Taxaties

06-05-2019

Selina Roskam

The Dutch Enterprise Agency
(RVO)
Spring Real Estate

Chartered Valuation
Surveyor
Consultant sustainable
commercial real estate
Real Estate advisor Capital
Markets
Valuation Surveyor
Chief Valuations and Expert
Rental
Valuation Surveyor / Estate
agent

Felix Korse
Marc Lindhout
Agnes Wittink
Leonard van Loon

LBP|SIGHT
The Dutch Enterprise Agency
(RVO)
Siewe Bedrijfsmakelaars

24-05-2019
28-05-2019
18-06-2019
18-06-2019
02-07-2019

3.3 Quantitative part
On the other hand, the quantitative method is used to test objective theories by examining
relationships among variables. With the help of instruments, these variables are measured and,
consequently, numbered data can be analysed using statistical procedures (Creswell, 2014).
Quantitative research is expressed by a deductive style where the researcher builds on known theory
and ideas to deduce a hypothesis, or multiple hypotheses. Subsequently, these are tested to
empirical scrutiny. The hypotheses include concepts that need to be translated into operational
variables to be able to measure them. The hypotheses for this research are described at the end of
the previous chapter.
At the end of a quantitative approach, the research involves induction as the researcher tries to
implement the findings in the existing theory (Bryman, 2016). The hypotheses are tested in the next
chapter.
Secondary data sources are used to collect data. Secondary data can be defined as data that is
collected by others, but not specifically for your own research question (Stewart, in Cowton, 1998).
The secondary data analysis is based on the use of a regression model. The final paragraph of this
chapter describes this hedonic price model. The model includes a number of variables.
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The table below provides an abstract of these variables, together with measures, descriptions and
data sources.
Transaction data of offices is notoriously difficult to obtain (Kok & Jennen, 2012). However, it was
possible to obtain all transaction data from the years 2012 to 2019 from the NVM. This makes it
possible to do longitudinal research to study change and development (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill,
2015). The dataset includes the rental transaction price per square metre, transaction date and
building characteristics.
Based on the addresses, it was possible to merge the transaction database and the database of the
RVO (an executive service from the Dutch ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy and the
Dutch ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality). This dataset exists, among other things, of
energy performance certificates and the energy index.
The construction year of the properties was checked at the Kadaster (land registry); a governmentdriven public registration system for properties in the Netherlands.
Table 9 - Consulted datasets

Variable

Measure

Description

Data Source

Logarithm

The nominal rental price per square metre that the
office was rented for
A dummy for each transaction year from 2012 to 2019
(1 if a property has been transacted in that year, 0 if
not)

NVM

Continuous
variable
Dummy

The address of each office

NVM

Dummy that uses ZIP code fixed-effects to control for
location-specific determinants of office rents (1 if a
property is located in the area, 0 if not)

NVM

Transaction size
Property size
Construction year

Logarithm
Logarithm
Dummies

NVM

Parking space
Sustainability
characteristics

Dummy

Area of floor space in m2 of the transaction
Area of floor space in m2 of the total property
Category of construction years (1950-1960; 19601970; 1970-1980; 1980-1990; 1990-2000; 2000-2010;
2010-2019). Takes on 1 if the category is applicable
Has the office parking space? (1 = yes)

Energy label

Dummy

RVO

Energy index

Categorical
variable

Energy label class for offices ranging from A to G (1 for
label A to C, 0 for label D to G)
Energy index that supports the energy label for offices

Price characteristics
Rental transaction price
square metre
Transaction year

Dummy

NVM

Locational characteristics
Address
ZIP code / Subarea

Building characteristics
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RVO &
Kadaster
NVM

RVO

3.4 Criteria for qualitative and quantitative research
Reliability and validity are criteria that both are used in qualitative and quantitative research to
support your research methodologically.
In quantitative research, reliability and validity are functions of the method through which the data
were collected and those were ascribed to secondary data (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2015).
3.4.1. Validity
Validity is about the integrity of the conclusions that can be formulated from the findings. A
distinction can be made between multiple forms of validity, among other things, internal validity,
external validity and measurement validity (Bryman, 2016).
While internal and external validity are used in qualitative research, measurement validity is
primarily related to quantitative research.
Internal validity is related to the issue of causality. It is about the question if a causal link between
variables is correct and if, for example, variable x is explaining the variance of variable y, and not
something else (another variable).
External validity is about the question if the results of the study can be generalized and applied in a
broader context (Bryman, 2016).
This type of validity is important when you are talking about a complex issue with risks for the in
society.
Therefore, it is important to have representative samples. It is one of the strengths from social
research and it shows the accuracy of the viewpoint of the researcher and the participant(s)
(Creswell, 2014).
That is why the interviews are being used to support the quantitative results and to interfere in the
debate about how to assess sustainability in the commercial real estate valuation process. All kind of
involved stakeholders in the process are being interviewed, resulting in a representative sample that
can help the valuation surveyors in the near future.
Measurement validity is the primary criteria for the suitability of any dataset. It is about the question
if the measure of a concept is actually reflecting the concept (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2015).
Bryman (2016) adds to this that measurement validity is related to reliability (see below). If the
measure of a concept is unstable and does not measure what needs to be measured, it is inevitably
not reliable.
Different authors have distinguished five possible ways to test measurement validity: face validity,
concurrent validity, predictive validity, construct validity and convergent validity. Bryman (2016, p.
158-160) has explained and elaborated on the importance of these types of validity:
1. Face validity is about the reflection of the content of the concept by the measure. Face
validity might be achieved by asking around to people with experience or expertise in the
field whether the measure is getting to the content of the concept.
Face validity is scrutinized by interviewing professionals about the content of sustainability
and the role of the energy label. Professionals will be asked whether the energy label is a
sufficient measurement tool.
2. Concurrent validity is about the employment of a criterion on which cases will differ and that
is relevant to the concept in question. This type of validity is irrelevant for this study, as it will
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focus on the comparison between a new test and a well-established test. This research does
not intend to create a new test.
3. Predictive validity is about a future criterion measure, rather than a contemporary criterion
measure. Professionals will be asked how and if the energy label can be adapted for future
measurement of sustainability in the value of offices. The question here is if the measure
should be changed in the future.
4. Construct validity is about the deduction of hypotheses from a theory that is relevant to the
concept. This type of validity is scrutinized in the study by examining multiple hypotheses.
5. Convergent validity is about the comparison of a measure with other measures of the same
concept that have been developed by other methods. This type of validity is irrelevant for
this study and, simultaneously, would outreach this research.
3.4.2. Reliability
Another key criterion for both qualitative and quantitative research is reliability, which can be
divided into internal and external reliability. The former is about the consistency of the collecting,
analyzing and interpreting of the data. Internal reliability can be obtained or increased when an
independent researcher comes to similar findings as the original researcher (Zohrabi, 2013).
Therefore, it is important to work precise by recording and documenting every step in the research.
Overall, the latter (external reliability) is about the question if the study can be replicated or is
repeatable. For qualitative reliability it is important that certain procedures are being followed to
ensure the accuracy of the findings (Creswell, 2014; Bryman, 2016).
That is why all interviews have been recorded and transcribed. Quotes that have been used and
arguments that have been made, can be reduced to the included transcripts.
Quantitative reliability can be subdivided in three types: stability, internal reliability and inter-rater
reliability.
Bryman (2016, p. 156-158) has further elaborated and explained these three types:
1. Stability is about the test-retest method. This means that the outcome of a test or measure
on one moment should correspond with the outcome of the same test at another moment.
Eventually, the aim is to test whether a measure is stable over time to be reliable.
Stability is scrutinized by doing a longitudinal research that focuses on a timespan of ten
years between 2012 and 2019.
2. Internal reliability is about multiple-indicator measures. The question is if the indicators that
make up the scale are consistent. Whenever each indicator is aggregated to form an overall
score, indicators might not relate to the same thing. This type of reliability is used to test
questionnaires. However, this research builds on secondary data. Therefore, it is assumed
that the data is reliable and have been tested by both the NVM and RVO.
3. Inter-rater reliability is about the subjective judgement that is involved in activities like
observations or translation of data into categories. Subjective judgement is reduced to a
minimum by recording all steps and substantiate the translation of data into categories.
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3.4.3 Triangulation
Triangulation is an important strategy to enhance the quality of the research. It can be summarized
as the use of multiple data collection methods that have been employed to obtain a range of insights
and perspectives in the research (Taylor, 2016).
Triangulation can be used to develop a more convincing and accurate research. It can be divided into
methodological triangulation and literature triangulation. While the former is about tools like
interviews, observation with analysis and textual and audio-visual material, the latter includes the
use of multiple literature resource (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2015).
The use of mixed methods can help to achieve a high score on triangulation through the combined
use of quantitative and qualitative data collection methods that will triangulate findings in order that
they may be mutually corroborated (Bryman, 2016).
The validity and reliability of the research can be increased through the extended use of
triangulation.
To ensure triangulation in my research, mixed methods is used as a research strategy and is
accompanied by the use of a variety of methodological tools.
Triangulation is achieved through a sequential way of gathering data and knowledge. The first step
was focused on gaining and extending knowledge on the topic. This has been done through a
literature study, combining the reading of reports, presentations, documents and scientific literature.
The second step was focused on the gathering of results and consists of semi-structured interviews
and secondary data analysis.

3.5 Hedonic price model
The foundation and development of the hedonic pricing technique has been done in 1966 by
Lancaster and is further developed in 1974 by Rosen. The technique can be used in real estate and
property studies to study the impact of a variety of factors on housing prices. The idea is that a
certain number of characteristics will determine the price and consequently, the price can be
described based on the (implicit) price of the characteristics. The price of each characteristic can be
determined by its marginal contribution to the overall price (Nappi-Choulet, Maleyre & Maury,
2007).
The model is particularly useful to study heterogeneous goods such as real estate properties.
Variables that affect the rental price of offices are often being studied with the help of hedonic
pricing models.
A hedonic pricing model is often comparable with a multiple regression model. A regression analysis
can be used to study the influence of different variables on the location value of offices (van Hees,
2016; Cox, 2017).
The hedonic pricing technique is an approach to predict and compare values of different offices on
different locations.
Following Cox (2017), this research predicts the rental price of offices based on three independent
variables: locational characteristics, municipal characteristics and property features. The feature
sustainability will be integrated in the property features. The dependent variable is the rental price
per square metre per year.
To investigate the impact of the Energy Labels rating (derived from the EPC’s) on the rents of
commercial real estate, a standard reduced-form hedonic model has been used. Based on the
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hypothesis that the rents and prices of commercial real estate will be higher when the buildings are
more energy-efficient, the following model is used:

Yi
β0
β1X1i
β2X2i
εi

= The predicted value of the property
= The constant value
= Independent variable 1
= Independent variable 2
= Error term

In the formula, εi is assumed to be independent across the observations and normally distributed
with constant variance and a mean of zero (Fuerst, van de Wetering & Wyatt, 2013). This error is the
part of the model that cannot be explained. The residual can be caused by missing variables, wrong
specifications in the model or errors in the variables (Cox, 2017).
Empirical model
To test the hypotheses from paragraph 2.4, the hedonic price model is applied to each specific
hypothesis. The independent variable in each model is the energy label. The dependent variable is
the linear log of the rental transaction price of the office. The control variables are the building
characteristics, the locational characteristics and the municipal/regional characteristics.
The first regression model is used to empirically test hypotheses 1 and belongs to the following
specification:
Equation 1:
Y(Value)it =

β0 + β1 × Energy Efficiency Index1i + β2 × Building Characteristics2i + β3 ×
Time Fixed-effects3i + β4 × ZIP Code Fixed-effects4i

Here, the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the rental transaction price per square
metre of office i, at time t. β0 is the constant and β2 represent the independent variables with quality
characteristics such as age and the size of the building. β3 and β4 are the controlling variables.
Location is an important factor that determines the price of commercial offices. Therefore, I have
included a binary variable that uses fixed-effects for each four-digit ZIP code.
Following Kok & Jennen (2012), these variables control precisely for location-specific determinants.
The effect corrects the differences between each ZIP code. In addition, the same has been done for
time. The error term is represented by the εi. With the help of this model it is possible to answer
hypotheses 1.
Equation 2:
Y(Value)it =

β0 + β1 × Energy Efficiency Index1i + β2 × Post regulation Indicator2i + β3 ×
Building Characteristics3i + β4 × ZIP Code Fixed-effects4i
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The second model extends the first model and includes a post-obligated regulation indicator for the
years 2016 and 2018. The model focuses on the introduction of the energy-demand in 2016 that
forces office owners to be certified with an EU energy label of at least C in 2023. Furthermore, it
examines the restriction of the energy label policy in 2018. This restriction enforces office owners to
submit an energy label for each mutation or transaction of an office. This model is used to answer
hypotheses 2 and 3.
A dummy variable is used to research if the rental value of offices has increased after the policy
introduction and restriction. Therefore the model examines the change in rental value before and
after the introduction of the policy.
Equation 3:
Y(Value)it =

β0 + β1 × (Energy Efficiency Index1i × Transaction Year Indicator) + β2 ×
Building Characteristics2i + β3 × ZIP Code Fixed-effects3i

The third model builds on the second model and further explores the periods before and after the
introduction of the policy. This model is used to further examine and elaborate hypotheses 2 and 3
by exploring the relation between the energy index, transaction year and the rental value. By doing
so, an interaction-variable will be used which is equal to the number of years since the introduction
of the policy.
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4. Data and descriptive statistics
This chapter further elaborates on the dataset that is being used to measure the hedonic price
model. First, choices in the dataset will be explored.
Secondly, the dependent variable and the independent variables will be operationalized based on
descriptive statistics.
Subsequently, summary statistics are presented and the dataset is tested for classical linear
regression assumptions.

4.1 Dataset
This paragraph reflects on the dataset and explores the choices that have been made.
The population of this research exists of all NVM registered rental transactions of offices in the
Netherlands between 2012 and 2019. The total dataset exists of 12,074 rental transactions of offices
within the timespan.
The table below shows the total number of transactions for each year. Subsequently, these rental
transactions are corrected for the completeness and availability of the transaction and the
availability of energy labels. Besides, some exemptions have been made in accordance with the 2023
regulation. The regulation does not apply to offices with a secondary use.
Properties with a mixed use or function are excluded from the sample. Only properties that have
‘office’ as their main function are included. Furthermore, the regulation does not apply to offices
smaller than 100 m2.
A final exemption refers to the monumental status of offices. In the current regulation, national
monuments are excluded from the obligation. Of the total office space around 9.5% is antebellum.
This stock has conservative, characteristic value that cannot be blighted by the energy efficient
measures (Arnoldussen, Zwet, Koning & Menkveld, 2016). Therefore, offices that have been built
before 1950 are excluded from the sample.
In summary, the total transactions have been filtered on the availability of a rental transaction price
and completeness of the transaction. All rental transaction prices are per square metre per year.
Subsequently, the rental transaction prices will be merged with the energy label dataset from the
RVO. The number of rental transactions with an energy label is relatively low compared to the entire
stock. The relatively low share of offices with an energy label can be a result of a lack of maintenance
of the regulation. The consequences, in the form of a fine or penalty, are not strictly abided. After
2015, the percentage of offices with a registered energy label has gradually risen. This can be
subscribed to two regulation enforcements.
Firstly, minister of Housing and Civil Services, Stef Blok, announced an energy label demand for
offices of at least label C in 2023.
Secondly, the government obligated office owners to submit an energy label for each rental
transaction or mutation of an office since the first of January 2018. Still, over two third of all offices
does not dispose of an energy label. This might be the result of a lack of compliance that requires
adequate control and proper monitoring.
The total number of cases with an energy label is 3,110.
Finally, these cases will be corrected for the construction year.
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If a building has been constructed before 1950, the building has been omitted from the sample. This
due to the above mentioned exemption.
Eventually, the sample consists of 2,931 observations. This is 24.3 percent of the total office stock.
The total number of cases is relatively low compared to the total amount of rental transactions. Still,
the number of cases exceeds the number of cases in other studies. The number of cases in recent
studies differs from 333 (Cox, 2017) to 1,350 (ING Bank, 2017).
Bryman (2016) has mentioned that the absolute size of the sample is more important than the
relative size. Increasing the size of the sample likely helps the precision of the sample. As a sample
size increases, the sampling error will decrease. Therefore, this study has a representative sample
size.
Table 10 - Selection of cases 2012 - 2019
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total rental transactions

1.488

1.297

1.579

1.733

1.739

1.771

1.799

667*

After correction rental price

1.441

1.241

1.506

1.676

1.663

1.706

1.762

644*

After correction energy label

332

259

352

465

487

461

546

208*

After correction construction year

319

239

323

419

463

435

526

207*

Percentage of the total

21%

18%

20%

24%

27%

25%

29%

31%

* = Number of rental transactions until May 2019

The dataset has been compared to the Dutch office market. According to Dynamis (2018) the average
rental price of an office is € 125 per square metre per year in 2018. This is considerably higher than
the average realized rental price of € 117 per square metre per year in 2017. This can be subscribed
to the shortage of supply on some locations.
On some locations demand exceeds supply and this is passed on to the price. This happens in office
markets such as Amsterdam. Incentives on these popular locations have been reduced to a
minimum, causing the supply shortage to manifest itself in the price. In other words, incentives such
as a rental-free period or a discount on the price are not or limited applicable. It is expected that
there are less incentives in the transactions in Amsterdam than on other places. A lack of
competition on the real estate market pushes the prices up without the use of lease incentives.
The average rental price in the sample size is € 118 per square metre per year. Although the average
rental price of the sample is a little bit lower, the sample size is representative to the population size
as it reflects the population accurately.

4.2 Dependent variable
The dependent variable in this research is the rental transaction price per square metre of an office.
In order to get a representative dataset, I have chosen to use the rental transaction prices instead of
the suggested rental prices.
The rental transaction price is the price paid for the property, while the rental suggested price refers
to the price when the property entered the market. The price is highly subordinated to fluctuations
in the real estate market.
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Therefore, the rental transaction price can be higher or lower than anticipated in the rental
suggested price.
The real estate market highly lacks transparency as real estate agents do not always properly record
a transaction and rental transaction prices may not always be pure. This is due to the informational
advantage enjoyed by the agent.
Private information may be used to mislead clients by exaggerating costs (Levitt & Syverson, 2008).
Real estate agents are not eager to reveal information about a transaction.
In this context, incentives in the market are not always mentioned. These incentives are mostly
translated into subjects, such as possibilities to improve the attractiveness of lease contracts (Pfrang
& Wittig, 2008).
While the dataset contains information about some transactions regarding varying incentives for
lease contracts, it is rather difficult to include and generalize them in the study.
Firstly, not every transaction has available lease contract characteristics. This would make the
analysis unreliable and inconsistent.
Secondly, the date of commencement is often unknown and may reach beyond the timespan of this
study.
In the end, the NVM dataset, containing 12,074 office transactions (higher than 100 m2) for the
period 2012 to 2019, has been used.
Incomplete transactions are removed and the remainder is merged with the energy label database
from the RVO. Eventually, the dataset contains 2,931 transactions.
The average rental transaction price in the sample is € 118 per square metre. The lowest rental
transaction price is € 22 per square metre while the highest is € 459 per square metre. The median is
€ 117 per square metre.
The figure below presents the distribution of the rental transaction prices per square metre per year.
Most rental transactions, 48%, are between € 100 and € 150 per square metre and more than threequarter of the rental transactions is between € 50 and € 150 per square metre.
Only 3% of the transactions are less than € 50 per square metre and 5% are more than € 200 per
square metre.
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Figure 9 - Distribution of rental transaction prices per square metre (NVM 2012 - 2019, own edit)

4.3 Independent variables
Sustainability characteristics
Sustainability is translated into the energy label and the energy index. An office is sustainable when it
has an energy label C or higher. An office is unsustainable when it has energy label D or lower.
Therefore, this variable uses a dummy that is 0 when the office is sustainable (A to C) and a 1 when
the office is unsustainable (D to G).
All energy labels are registered at RVO and are available online through a database, called EP-Online.
However, this dataset is not entirely complete and therefore the RVO have sent me a more sufficient
dataset.
The energy labels are based on the energy index. The energy index calculates an overall score of all
assessment criteria. The energy index has been discussed in chapter 2.2.
The table below shows the number of observations and the energy index for each label. The average
score in the energy index is 1.18 which means that a building on average has energy label C.
Label
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Energy index
< 1.05
1.06 – 1.15
1.16 – 1.30
1.31 – 1.45
1.46 – 1.60
1.61 – 1.75
1.75 >

Observations
1,213
404
618
298
176
87
135

Table 11 - Label, energy index and observations

The figure below presents the distribution of energy labels in the sample. The biggest share of offices
has label A, while the smallest share has label F (41% respectively 3%). Around one fourth, 24%, of
the total stock does not have a sufficient energy label.
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Overall, the distribution of energy labels gives a rather positive image of the energetic quality of
offices. However, in practice the numbers will be otherwise.
Arnoldussen (et al., 2016) gave an explanation for the relative large share of energy efficient
buildings. They mentioned that unmarketable or unsalable offices with an insufficient label will not
be shown.
Labels that are unfamiliar or not registered during a rental transaction cannot be taken into
consideration.

Figure 10 - Distribution of energy labels

Building characteristics
The building characteristics exist of standard hedonic features such as the construction year,
transaction size and parking spaces. Those play a significant and positive role in the price
determination. It is expected that younger, taller and renovated buildings will generate higher rent
prices (Chegut, Eichholtz & Kok, 2014).
Construction year:
The figure below show the distribution of the construction year. More than half of the offices have
been built in the period of 1990 to 2010. The average construction year is 1995.
Following Kok & Jennen (2012) and Cox (2017) data is controlled for all renovated buildings.
Whenever a large scale renovation has been done and is mentioned in the rental transaction, the
construction year has been replaced by the renovation year.
The construction year is recalculated into the age of the building by diminishing the construction year
with the year 2019. The age in years results in an increase of significance.
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Figure 11 - Distribution of construction year (NVM 2012 - 2019, own edit)

The figure below shows the relation between the construction year and the average rental price per
square metre.
As expected, offices that have been constructed after 2010 have the biggest rental transaction price
per square metre. Interestingly, offices that have been constructed between 1950 and 1960 do have
a higher rental price than offices constructed between 1960 and 2000.
A possible reason might be the old, monumental status of these offices. The average rental price per
square metre in the period of 2010 to 2019 is €139. However, the period of 2015 to 2019 does have
an average rental price of €160 per square metre.
It seems that the newer the office, the higher the average rental transaction price per square metre.
€ 160
€ 140
€ 120
€ 100
€ 80
€ 60
€ 40
€ 20
€0
1950 - 1960

1960 - 1970

1970 - 1980

1980 - 1990

1990 - 2000

Figure 12 - Distribution of construction year and average rental price (own edit)
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2000 - 2010

2010 - 2019

Transaction size:
The average transaction size of the property is 558 m2. The smallest rental transaction has a size of
100 m2 while the biggest rental transaction has a size of 25,500 m2.
The NVM dataset distinguishes nine categories to classify the property sizes. These categories have
been used in this research.
However, the number of observations in the categories above 1,000 m2 are quite limited. Therefore,
those categories are merged into one single category. This results in five different categories: 100 –
200 m2, 200 – 300 m2, 300 – 500 m2, 500 – 1.000 m2 and > 1,000 m2.
The figure below presents the distribution of transaction sizes. One third of the rental transactions
includes an office space between 100 and 200 m2. Only 12% of the rental transactions has a size of
more than 1,000 m2.

Figure 13 - Distribution of transaction size of the offices (NVM 2012 - 2019, own edit)

Parking space:
This characteristic indicates if an office has parking places for rent. Out of the 2,931 observations,
675 offices do have parking places for rent. On average, an office has 17 parking places for rent.
The figure below shows the distribution of parking places for offices. Over half of the observed
offices have between 1 and 10 available parking places. Only 9% has 40 or more parking places for
rent.
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Figure 14 - Distribution of the number of parking spaces (NVM 2012 - 2019, own edit)

Locational characteristics
Locational characteristics are important as they impact the value of offices. It is generally
acknowledged that accessibility has a positive impact on the value. However, this research is solely
interested in the impact of energy efficiency on the value of offices. Therefore, following Kok &
Jennen (2012) and Chegut, Eichholtz & Kok (2014), this research uses a standard methodology that
controls for time-invariant locational variables by using ZIP code fixed-effects.
Fixed-effects can be used to control for unobserved heterogeneity among the groups of observations
(Guimaraes & Portugal, 2010). These ZIP code fixed-effects control precisely for location-specific
determinants like time-invariant amenities or local neighbourhood characteristics (Schuetz, Been &
Ellen, 2008; Kok & Jennen, 2012).
One can control for either a four-digit ZIP code effect or a six-digit ZIP code effect where the latter
controls the effects of location more precisely.
Because half of the six-digit ZIP codes contain a small value, one has chosen to use a four-digit ZIP
code effect.
Therefore, all locational characteristics, that can influence the impact of the energy label on the
rental value, are merged into one variable.
These fixed-effects can be used to control for unobserved heterogeneity among the groups of
observations. Unobserved heterogeneity can be explained as the variation of the dependent variable
that results from the influence of unobserved variables (Brzoska, Sauzet & Breckenkamp, 2017). This
is of crucial importance as objects in the commercial property market are quite heterogeneous
objects. Hence, examining the link between energy index and the office rental value requires fixedeffects that control for unobserved heterogeneity.

4.4 Classic linear regression assumptions
The hedonic price model is based on the multiple linear regression. A regression model assumes that
a relationship between a dependent variable (Y) and an independent variable (X) can be
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approximated by a straight line. This can be tested by the making of a scatter diagram or scatterplot.
There will be a positive or negative correlation if the Y value tends to increase or decrease in a
straight line as the X value increases or decreases.
If the scatter diagram or plot shows a straight line tendency than the relationship tends to be linear
(Bowerman, O’Connell & Murphree, 2011).
If regression models incorporate more than one independent variable, we call it a multiple regression
model.
A hedonic price model is characterized by a multiple regression model as there are independent
variables (X) and a number of control variables (z) that will influence the dependent variable (Y).
Following Brounen & Kok (2011) and Kok & Jennen (2012), this research uses natural logarithms.
Logarithmic transformation can facilitate the interpretation of the coefficient and, simultaneously,
can increase the applicability in a hedonic price analysis.
Therefore, the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the rental price per square metre in an
office.
In order to perform a hypothesis test when using the multiple regression model, we need to make
certain model assumptions.
In general, a classic linear regression model includes five key assumptions (Myers, 1990; Bowerman,
O’Connell & Murphree, 2011):
1. Linear relationship
A linear regression should always have a linear relation between the dependent variable and the
independent variables. A linear assumption can best be tested by a scatterplot.
Figure 15 below presents the scatterplot for the dependent variable rental price per square metre
office. This condition is tested by opposing the predicted values (x-axis) to the standardized residuals
(y-axis) in a scatterplot.
The scatterplot shows that most points are proportionally scattered around the 0-axis, both positive
and negative. The regression also shows some deviating points. They will be examined more closely.
Figure 15 - Scatterplot of residuals
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A linear regression is sensitive for outliers and influentials, which means that it is important to check
for the presence of those.
Outliers are those observations that are well separated from the rest of the data.
Influentials are observations that do have a substantial impact on the regression model if they are
removed from the dataset.
Appendix C presents a table with all the outliers in the Casewise Diagnostics. These are the cases that
do have more than 3 standard deviations.
Out of the 2,931 observations, there are 38 outliers.
Strongly deviating cases can, but do not necessarily, have a large influence on the regression model.
One way to identify outliers is by using a Cook’s test, which basically consists of a Cook’s Distance
and a Centred Leverage Value.
The Cook’s Distance measure can be used to test if an observation is influential. This test measures
the degree of influence on the regression model. The Cook’s Distance points out to what extent
regression coefficients change if a certain group is left out of the model. If the Cook’s Distance is
higher than 1, the group’s impact is to large and needs to be abandoned from the model.
The table below shows that the maximum Cook’s Distance in our model is 0.021.
There are no cases that influence the model substantially.
The Leverage Value is a measure of the distance between the observed values and the centre of the
observed data. When the Leverage Value for an observation is large, the observation is outlying. A
Leverage Value is large when it is bigger than twice the average of all Leverage Values.
Cox (2017), following De Vocht (2016), used a formula to calculate the maximum Leverage: Leverage
> 2(k+1)/n. In this formula, the k stands for the number of independent variables and the n stands for
the total number of observations. The maximum Leverage should be 0.004.
The Leverage in this model exceeds the acceptable Leverage. There are 171 cases that slightly exceed
the maximum Leverage according to the formula. These have been examined more closely and the
data has been controlled. Because no single case has a high Cook’s Distance, the influence of these
variables on the regression model is not significant and can be neglected.
Table 12 - Cook's Distance and Leverage Value

Cook’s Distance
Centred Leverage Value

Minimum
0
0

Maximum
0.021
0.036

Mean
0
0.002

Std. Deviation
0.001
0.002

N
2931
2931

a. Dependent Variable: rental price per square metre office

2. Homoscedasticity
A second assumption is about homoscedasticity of the residuals which means that residuals are
equally distributed across the regression line.
Figure 15 shows the scatterplot of the residuals. These are fairly distributed around the horizontal 0line.
3. Multivariate normality
A linear regression requires all variables to be normally distributed. This can best be tested by a
normal P-P Plot or a histogram.
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The figure below presents the spread of the residuals. The histogram (left) shows that the spread of
the residuals follow the normality curve reasonably. Observations on the right side of the model
slightly deviate, but they do not tend to disrupt the representation.
Besides, the normal probability plot (right) shows that the residuals are quite proportionally
distributed around the diagonal. Therefore, it meets the normality assumption.
Figure 16 - Histogram (left) and Normal P-P Plot (right)

4. No or little multicollinearity
A linear regression model assumes that there is no or little multicollinearity. Multicollinearity occurs
when the independent variables are highly correlated because they are related or depend on each
other. This means that two or more independent variables have been measured with the same
values.
Consequently, the regression model cannot be used to clarify the dependent variable. There are
three ways to test for multicollinearity: a correlation matrix, the Tolerance and the Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF).
A correlation matrix is a matrix that shows if there is a correlation between the independent
variables. The larger the correlation coefficient between variables, the more related they are. If the
coefficient is higher than 0.9, than there is multicollinearity between independent variables. The
correlation matrix below shows that no variable has a correlation that is higher than 0.9.
Therefore, it meets the correlation assumption.
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Table 13 - Correlation matrix of the independent variables

Age of the
building
Energy Index

Age of the
building
1

Energy Index
0.452***

Transaction
size
-0.037**

Property size
-0.123***

Parking
spaces
-0.028

0.452***

1

-0.020

-0.120***

-0.011

Transaction size

-0.037**

-0.020

1

0.177***

0.144***

Property size

-0.123***

-0.120***

0.177***

1

0.020*

-0.028

-0.011

0.144***

0.020*

1

Parking spaces

Significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels are indicated by *, **, and ***, respectively

Still some variables are significantly correlating with the dependent variable, here the energy index.
• There is a slightly negative relation between the energy index and the property size
(r (3940) = -0.120, p<0.01). This means that when the property size of an office increases, the
energy index decreases. Therefore, larger office buildings are more sustainable.
• There is a significant positive relation between the energy index and the age of the
building (r (3940) = 0.452, p<0.01). This suggests that the older the building is, the higher
the energy-index. This would suggest that older offices are less sustainable.
This can be explained by the tougher EPC-norms throughout the years. The scatterplot below
gives more information about the link between the age (in years) of the building and the
energy index. It is surprising that quite a number of older buildings do have a low energyindex and, hence, are energy efficient. This means that a number of old offices are more
sustainable than was obligated at the time of the introduction of the EPC-norms.
Nevertheless, based on the scatterplot, it is valid to presume that the younger the building,
the lower the energy index.
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Figure 17 - Relation between Age and Energy Index

Another way to measure multicollinearity is with the VIF. Field (2013) mentioned that the VIF
indicates whether a predictor has a strong relationship with other predictors. Multicollinearity is no
problem if the VIF-test succeeds two assumptions (Bowerman & O’Connell, 1990).
The first assumption is that a VIF should be higher than 10.
The second indicates that if the mean VIF of the factors is substantially greater than 1, the regression
may be biased.
The average VIF is 1.198. This means that the model meets the multicollinearity assumption. A final
test is the Tolerance test which is related to the VIF (1/VIF). Menard (1995) mentioned that a
Tolerance below 0.1 indicates a serious problem and a Tolerance below 0.2 indicates a potential
problem.
The Tolerance here is 0.837 and meets the multicollinearity assumption.
5. No or little auto-correlation
The final assumption is that there should be no or little auto-correlation. Auto-correlation occurs
when residuals are not independent from each other. Auto-correlation can be tested with the
Durban-Watson test which considers the testing of a null hypothesis versus an alternative hypothesis
whereby the first hypothesis assumes that error terms are not auto-correlated and the latter
assumes they are correlated.
The Durbin-Watson test uses the Durbin-Watson’s d to test the null hypothesis about no autocorrelation. The d-value can differ between 0 and 4, but on average there is no auto-correlation if the
value is around 2.
The Durbin-Watson test for this model is 1.879. The test is close to 2 and therefore meets the
assumption about auto-correlation.
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5. Results
This chapter elaborates on the results of the impact of the energy label on the rental value of offices.
Amongst national literature on the effect of energy efficiency on the rental value of offices, Kok &
Jennen (2010; 2012) have done the most influential research.
However, their research is out of date and has been done around the end of the national economic
crisis. The economy has drastically changed in the past few years.
Besides, legislation has been tightened and compels offices to have at least energy label C in 2023
and A in 2030. As a result, economic fluctuations and compulsory legislation have changed the office
property market.
In this context, Cox (2017) and the ING Bank (2017) have elaborated this topic more recently.
However, the dataset that Cox has used, was quite concise and did focus on a time-span of three
years, 2014 to 2016.
On the other hand, the ING Bank only focused on their own real estate portfolio which is not an
accurate reflection of reality.
Therefore, this research uses a broader dataset to analyse the impact of the energy label on the
rental value of offices.
Besides, this research tests the influence of the enforcement of the energy label legislation on the
rental value of offices. Hence, some predictions can be made about the link between future
legislation and the rental value of an office.
The first two paragraphs below explore the statistical relation between the energy label and the
office rental value. The last paragraph links the statistical results to the input from interview sessions
and explores how the statistical results are conditional on future valuation processes. This paragraph
contains more detailed knowledge.

5.1 Impact of the energy label on the rental value
This paragraph explores the first hypothesis:
(H0): A lower energy index has a significant positive impact on the rental value of
offices.
(H1): A higher energy index has a significant negative impact or no impact on the
rental value of offices.
In order to test this hypothesis, a hedonic price analysis has been done. A hedonic price model
uses a multiple regression method to predict a dependent variable based on multiple
independent and control variables.
Here, the dependent variable is the rental price per square metre per year of an office.
The energy index is one of the independent variables and measures the energy efficiency of an
office. An energy index of 0 means that the office is energy neutral, while an energy index
higher than 1.30 means that an office has label D or higher. The latter means that the office is
energy inefficient or unsustainable.
The energy index and the related labels are shown in paragraph 4.3 in table 11.
Before a regression is done, some descriptive statistics about the relation between the rental
price and the independent variables are given.
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Table 14 below provides descriptive statistics about the rental price per square metre, the age,
transaction and property size, energy index and parking availability, separately for energy
efficient offices (label A to C) and energy inefficient offices (label D to G). The average rental
price for an office with label A to C is €121, compared to €108 for an office with label D to G.
This simple comparison does not control for other important features such as the age of the
building or the size.
On average, energy efficient buildings are 10 years younger than energy inefficient buildings.
Furthermore, energy efficient offices are larger in both transaction size and property size.
Table 14 - Descriptive statistics of energy efficient (A to C) and energy inefficient (D to G) offices

Offices labelled A –C
Rental price (€ per m2)
Age (in years)
Transaction size (m2)
Property size (m2)
Energy Efficiency Index
Availability parking
space (percentage)
Offices labelled D - G
Rental price (€ per m2)
Age (in years)
Transaction size (m2)
Property size (m2)
Energy Efficiency Index
Availability parking
space (percentage)

Minimum

Maxim
um

Mean

Std.
Deviation

22
0
100
102
0,13
0

459
69
15.084
115.783
1,30
100

121,04
21,19
575,43
5609,36
1,035
23,53

47,90
10,75
914,93
11.526,09
0,18
42,43

22
6
100
104
0,13
0

300
69
25.500
41.959
1,30
100

108,34
31,36
501,55
3117,92
1,602
21,41

37,41
15,50
1175,19
4378,10
0,33
41,05

Figure 18 illustrates a simple correlation between the energy index and the rental price per
square metre office. It shows a slightly negative relation between the energy index and the
realized rents. In general, the realized rent decreases as the energy index increases. However,
this relation does not necessarily mean that there is a causal link. A regression now will help to
get a better understanding of the picture.
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Figure 18 - Relation between Energy Index and the Rental Price

The regression model will use a natural logarithm of the realized rental price per square metre
office. Furthermore, the transaction size and property size are transformed into natural
logarithms as well.
In doing so, the interpretation of these variables is easier. This is a commonly applied approach
in hedonic price models.
Korse (2018, p. 23), following Francke (2017), mentioned that logarithmic transformation has
several advantages.
Firstly, one can indicate price changes in percentages of the realized rental price. The log gives
the opportunity to express the increase or decrease of the rental price per square metre in
percentages.
Secondly, the relative standard deviation is minimized.
Finally, residuals are generally closer to normality. Therefore, it is easier to meet the normality
assumption of a linear regression which suggests that error terms are normally distributed.
As mentioned before, it is important to control for unobserved heterogeneity as most asset
prices depend on factors that are unobservable. If these factors correlate with the variable of
interest, then there is causal inference.
Proper treatment of these variables is important (Gormley & Matsa, 2013).
Previous studies recurrently addressed the importance of accounting for unobserved
heterogeneity (Korse, 2018).
Controlling for characteristics is important. Therefore, fixed-effects (FE) is an estimator
available to control for unobserved group heterogeneity.
The regression table below presents multiple models, starting with a basic model. The
regression results are gradually expanded in a regression model. This enables the model to
control for the unobserved heterogeneity by adding the location and time fixed-effects.
Still, characteristics such as tenancy features, contract features and investment features have
been omitted. There was no consistent data available on these aspects.
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The regression model starts with a basic model (1) that examines the impact of the energy
efficiency index.
Secondly, the model is expanded with building characteristics (2).
Thirdly, the model is expanded with a location fixed-effect (3).
Fourthly, the model also includes a time fixed-effect (4).
Model (5) incorporates an interaction variable that examines the influence of Amsterdam; an
Amsterdam effect. The office market in Amsterdam is quite distinct from the average national
property market and may be of importance when examining the influence of energy efficiency
on the rental value.
Model (6) further examines the influence of the energy index on the rental value. It uses a
dummy that differentiates between efficient and inefficient buildings.
Finally, model (7) examines the influence of each label on the rental value of offices.
Before the models are further examined in depth, it is important to briefly elaborate on the Rsquare (R2), the Adjusted R-square (Adj. R2) and the Durbin Watson test. These are model fit
options and do provide us information about the model.
Each model in the table below has a specific R2, Adj. R2 and a Durbin Watson value. The R2 and
the Adj. R2 indicate the values of the multiple correlation coefficient between all predictors
and the outcome. It can be used to look for the proportion of variance explained by the model
(Field, 2013).
However, a R square is an expected value and it does not imply that adding a variable
improves the fit of a model. It is rather used to explain the highest possibility of estimating a
causal relation among the dependent and the independent variables (Korse, 2018, p. 43).
Therefore, one should not solely depend on the statistical measures of R square values.
The Durbin Watson test is used to test for serial correlations between errors (Field, 2013).
These values differ between 0 and 4, where 2 means that the model is perfectly uncorrelated.
All models have values ranging from 1.899 to 2.088. This means that the variables are not
correlated (little multicollinearity).
(1) The basic regression model explains the influence of the energy index on the rental price.
The energy index has a significant partial coefficient of -0.115 (p < 0.01) which implicates that
when the energy index raises with 1.00, the rental price will decrease with 11.5%. This will
mean that offices with a low energy index do have a higher rental price per square metre.
However, the explanatory power of the model is low (R2 = 0.010). This means that 1% of the
variance of the dependent variable can be explained by the energy index.
(2) The second model expands the first model by including the building characteristics. The
explanatory power of the model increases (R2 = 0.115) and is 11.5%.
Remarkably, the influence of the energy index decreases. The energy index now has a partial
coefficient of -0.025, meaning that a raise of the energy index by 1.00 will lead to a decrease in
rental value of 2.5%.
However, this result is not significant. There is no credible evidence that the energy index
influences the rental value of an office. Nevertheless, no proof does not mean that there is no
influence at all.
The building characteristics, on the other hand, do have a significant effect on the rental value
of an office. Whenever an office has more parking places available, the rental value will
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increase by 9.1% (0.091). Furthermore, as the total property size of an office increases, the
rental value will increase by 8.2% (0.082).
Noticeable, as the transaction size of an office increases, the rental value of an office will
decrease by 1.8% (-0.018).
Finally, the age of an office has a significant influence on the rental value of an office, but the
influence is rather small. As an office ages, the rental value of the office will decrease by 0.2%
(-0.002). This effect is rather small and might be explained by the fact that older buildings do
have a monumental value.
Figure 12 in paragraph 4.3 shows that offices, build between 1950 and 1960, generate the
second highest rental price per square metre.
(3) The third model includes location characteristics by using ZIP code fixed-effects. The
explanatory power of the model highly increases (R2 = 0.608).
It seems that the location is an important, if not the most important, parameter to measure
the rental value of an office.
(4) The fourth model includes a time-effect to control fluctuations in the economy. The
explanatory power just slightly grows (R = 0.616).
Results do not show any eye catchers.
(5) The fifth model includes an Amsterdam-effect interaction variable. The office market in
Amsterdam is completely different from the average office market in the Netherlands.
Therefore, it is interesting to examine its influence on the model.
The Amsterdam Dummy shows a significant effect on the model. If the energy index raises
with 1.00, the rental value of an office in Amsterdam will decrease by 12.2% (partial coefficient
of -0.122).
Simultaneously, the influence of the energy index further diminished (an insignificant impact
of minus 1.2%).
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Table 15 – Regression model (1)

(1)
Basic model

(2)
+ Building
characteristics

(3)
+ Location

(4)
+ Time

(5)
Amsterdameffect
(interaction)

Constant

4.836***
(0.026)

4.197***
(0.061)

5.052***
(0.087)

5.093***
(0.088)

5.219***
(0.113)

Energy
Efficiency
Index

-0.115***
(0.021)

-0.025
(0.022)

-0.025
(0.023)

-0.024
(0.023)

-0.012
(0.024)

Age (years)

-0.002***
(0.001)

-0.005***
(0.001)

-0.005***
(0.001)

-0.005***
(0.001)

Parking
spaces (1 =
yes)

0.091***
(0.014)

0.046***
(0.013)

0.067***
(0.015)

0.066***
(0.015)

Transaction
Size (m2, log)

-0.015*
(0.008)

-0.018**
(0.008)

-0.018**
(0.008)

-0.019**
(0.008)

Property size
(m2, log)

0.082***
(0.006)

0.027***
(0.007)

0.026***
(0.007)

0.025***
(0.007)

Amsterdam
Dummy

-0.122**
(0.069)

Location
dummy?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Time
dummy?

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Observations

2930

2930

2930

2930

2930

R2

0.010

0.115

0.608

0.616

0.616

Adjusted R2

0.010

0.114

0.473

0.482

0.483

Durbin
Watson

2.088

2.076

1.901

1.898

1.899

a.

Dependent variable: logarithm of rental price per square metre office

Standard errors are in brackets. Significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels are indicated by*,**, and***, respectively.

Models 2 to 5 in table 15 show that there is no significant effect of the energy efficiency index on the
rental value of offices. Nevertheless, there still might be a difference between sustainable and
unsustainable offices. Therefore, model 6 and 7 further examine the influence of the energy label on
the rental value of offices. Table 16 shows the regression results of model 6 and 7.
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(6) Model six shows that there is a significant negative correlation (-0.022) between inefficient offices
and the rental value of an office.
In general, an inefficient office (label D to G) generates 2.2% less rental value than an efficient office
(label A to C).
(7) Model seven examines the relation between each individual label category and the rental value of
an office. This shows that the difference between label A-C and D-G is not only driven by the most
efficient buildings. This corresponds to the previous results by Kok & Jennen (2012).
Offices with label B and C generate a higher rental value compared to offices with label A, but this
effect is not significant. Notable, offices with label G do have a significant lower rental premium of
7.2% (-0.072).
Table 16 – Regression model (2)

Constant

Inefficient (label D or lower)

(6)
Inefficient

(7)
Label Category

5.032***
(0.072)

5.003***
(0.085)

-0.022*
(0.014)

Label Category
B

0.026 (0.020)

C

0.008 (0.018)

D

-0.021 (0.024)

E

0.003 (0.030)

F

0.018 (0.039)

G

-0.072** (0.038)

Building characteristics

Yes

Yes

Location Dummy?

Yes

Yes

Time Dummy?

Yes

Yes

Observations

2930

2930

R2

0.590

0.609

0.480

0.474

Adjusted R2
a.
b.

Dependent variable: logarithm of rental price per square metre office
Predictor variable: Label A

Standard errors are in brackets. Significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels are indicated by*,**, and***, respectively.
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Based on the results, one cannot be certain that a lower energy index does have a significant
positive impact on the rental value of offices. Although there seems to be no significant
impact, inefficient offices generate a negative rental premium.
Furthermore, offices with label G tend to have a significant negative rental premium. Still,
hypothesis 0 can be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis. The energy index seems
to have no significant impact on the rental value. The hypothesis below can be adopted.
(H1):

A higher energy index has a significant negative impact or no impact on the
rental value of offices.

There are a couple of reasons that might explain the result:
• The energy label policy is compulsory for offices and the government has imposed
at least label C for 2023. Therefore, the energy label does not have a significant
impact anymore. This is being examined in the next paragraph.
• The average transaction size in this study is relatively small compared to other
studies. This can be explained by the use of a different dataset and different
choices in offices. Most studies focus on the office market in the Randstad
agglomeration. These markets do have a different, more favourable, economic
climate.
• The regression did not include the behaviour of investors and investments that
have been done over time. Investors will probably minimize their investments to
meet the threshold label requirement.
• The office market has slowly recovered / is slowly recovering from the crisis in the
last few years. This ‘crisis-effect’ can have a strong influence on the rental price
development.
Kok & Jennen (2012) also did mention this effect. This means that the (unobserved)
effect on the market is much stronger than the influence of the energy index.
The market disproportionately increases fast under favourable market conditions,
while rents rapidly decrease in more critical economic times (Kok & Jennen, 2012).
In the years after the financial crisis, it was difficult to rent offices for the assessed
market value
• The office market is subject to inflexibility and rigidity. On average, the bandwidth
of rental prices in the office markets range between 80 and 120 euro per square
metre. Rental prices do not tend to change easily throughout the years. This is
acknowledged in the interviews.
• The negotiation of commercial lease incentives in contracts, such as a rent-free
period might distort the results. Ordinarily, this means that a landlord pays a
substantial lease incentive that includes a certain rent-free period.
During a crisis, lease incentives are more profitable as landlords try to increase the
rentability of their property. The recovery of the crisis might result in the removal or
shortening of such lease incentives. This would mean that the rental prices will
increase less likely than expected.
First of all, the owners have to remove the incentives and only then the prices will rise.
The improvement of the office market is less visible in the upward movement of prices
in the short term.
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•

Furthermore, real estate brokers are not eager to release contract specifications
and lease incentives. Consequently, lots of transactions probably have hidden
lease incentives in the transaction price.
This can portray a distorted image of the results which means that the dataset is
biased to a certain extent. The market information is not transparent.

5.2 Impact of legislation on the rental value
This paragraph examines the second and third hypothesis:
(H0):
(H1):

(H0):

(H1):

The introduction in 2016 of an obligated energy label demand of at least C in
2023 has had a positive significant impact on the rental value of offices.
The introduction in 2016 of an obligated energy label demand of at least C in
2023 has had no significant impact on the rental value of offices.
The restriction of the energy label obligation in 2018 has had an increasingly
positive impact on the rental value of offices for each year after the
implementation of the obligation.
The restriction of the energy label obligation in 2018 has had no positive or no
impact on the rental value of offices for each year after the implementation of
the obligation.

The results of model 8 to 10 can be found in table 17 below.
Model (8) in the regression table below shows that the introduction of the obligated energy label C in
2016 has had no significant impact. On the contrary, the regulation seems to have a slightly
insignificant negative impact of 0.2% (-0.002). This means that the introduction of the mandatory
sustainable label has not been incorporated in the rental value of an office.
This might be explained by the fact that the policy will provide measures before 2023. It does not
obligate owners or end-users to directly invest in their property. In other words, there is no time
constraint.
A respondent confirmed this line of thought. He advices office owners to wait with their investment
until the policy deadline approaches.
In the meantime, regulation might be altered.
Another possible reason, which is also mentioned before, is the slow recovery of the office market. A
not flexible and rigid office market does not easily handle rental price changes.
In line with the policy introduction, the government enforced a restriction in 2018. It points out that
each mutation or transaction of an office has to include its present energy label.
One will expect a positive impact on the rental value of offices, due to this.
This restriction enforces owners to reveal whether the office is sustainable or unsustainable.
Model (9) indicates that the restriction of the regulation has a significant positive effect (0.068) on
the rental value of offices. On average, sustainable offices (at least label C) generate a higher rental
premium of 6.8% after the implementation of the restriction rule.
It seems that the post-regulation 2018 does have effect. However, one should still keep in mind that
other reasons are responsible for this effect.
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Finally, model (10) is used to indicate an interaction-effect for each year, starting from 2012. Table 17
shows some interesting results.
Energy inefficient offices in 2012 and 2014 generate a significant lower rental premium of
respectively 8.4% to 10.8%, compared to energy efficient offices.
Again, these results can be explained by the economic crisis and the slow and rigid recovery period.
Notable, offices in 2016 have generated the most significant negative rental premium of 14.2%, while
2018 shows a significant positive rental premium of 7.2%.
2019 also shows a positive rental premium of 4.9%, however this result is not significant. Still, one
can see gradual changes in the economic climate. Disaggregated transaction years show a positive
line since 2018.
In line with these results, hypothesis 2 can be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis (H1):
The 2016 introduction of the obligated energy label demand of at least C in 2023 has had no
significant impact on the rental value of offices.
At the same time, hypothesis 3 can be confirmed: The restriction of the energy label obligation in
2018 has had an increasingly positive impact on the rental value of offices for each year after the
implementation of the obligation.
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Table 17 - Regression model (3)

Constant

Post regulation 2016

(8)
Post-regulation 2016

(9)
Post-regulation 2018

5.071***
(0.089)

5.001***
(0.084)

(10)
Interaction-effect

-0.002
(0.028)

Post regulation 2018

0.068***
(0.021)

Energy Efficiency*2012

-0.084* (0.049)

Energy Efficiency*2013

0.122* (0.070)

Energy Efficiency*2014

-0.108* (0.060)

Energy Efficiency*2015

-0.041 (0.058)

Energy Efficiency*2016

-0.142*** (0.050)

Energy Efficiency*2017

-0.022 (0.051)

Energy Efficiency*2018

0.072* (0.044)

Energy Efficiency*2019

0.049 (0.072)

Building characteristics

Yes

Yes

Yes

Location Dummy?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Time Dummy?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Observations

2930

2930

2930

R2

0.615

0.615

0.619

0.482

0.482

0.485

Adjusted R2
a.

Dependent variable: logarithm of rental price per square metre office

Standard errors are in brackets. Significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels are indicated by*,**, and***, respectively.
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5.3 Sustainability in valuation processes
The central question here is:
‘How can the yielded results, in combination with theory and interviews, add to the
general discussion about the implementation of sustainability into valuation?’
The input in this paragraph is based on the respondents’ responses.
Hitherto, the influence of the energy label on the rental value of offices has been examined.
This showed no significant evidence that a higher energy index results in a higher rental price. Yet,
the restriction of the energy label policy does seem to have a significant positive effect on the rental
value.
This paragraph looks at the broader picture and connects the results of the data analysis and the
theoretical framework to the valuation process of offices. Reality always shows interaction between
data and ‘storytelling’. In addition to data analysis, the opinion and progress in the field are
important.
This paragraph broadens the scope of sustainability and the energy label in valuation processes. The
following four themes from the interviews are gradually discussed:
•
•
•
•

Interpretation of sustainability
Challenges for stakeholders
The future of the energy label
Assessing sustainability in the valuation process

Interpretation of sustainability
This research operationalized sustainability based on the energy label. The energy label measures the
energy efficiency of a property, but it is just a small part of sustainability. The concept sustainability is
a wider-scale topic and can be seen as an all-purpose word. Literature showed that sustainability
encompasses a wide range of themes. The interviews turned out that concepts such as flexibility, use
of materials, circularity, location, footprint and design play an important role.
‘’Label C only has to do with energy so that is just a small part of sustainability.’’
(Anonymous, 2019)
Respondents particularly pointed out the difficulty of grasping sustainability as an operable concept.
They pointed out that it is a rather ambiguous and abstract concept. This makes it difficult to fully
measure sustainability.
Therefore, the first part of the results discussed the influence of the energy label and the effect of
energy efficiency. In contrast with other themes, the energy label is a quantitative measurable
criteria. At this moment it is the only way to map sustainability in the office sector.
‘’Normally, in my taxation reports I mention that sustainability is an incredibly
ambiguous and poorly described concept.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
Yet, respondents are trying to integrate the concept sustainability into practice. Sustainability plays
an increasing role in the real estate market. Especially office owners try to implement sustainability
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in their operational management. Besides, banks such as ING and ABN AMRO play a vibrant role in
the preservation of existing real estate supply. They make stricter demands when it comes to
financing offices. They only finance offices with a green business plan for their property portfolio.
‘’It is not only your primary process, but also your operational management. You want to
have a sustainable operational management.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
Challenges for stakeholders
The interpretation of sustainability seems to be a difficult threshold in regard to the implementation.
That is why we zoom in more closely on challenges for different stakeholders in the process. These
challenges result from the interviews and are, therefore, neither exhaustive nor prescriptive.
Chapter 2.1 elaborated on the playing field of the key stakeholders. These are investors, owners &
end-users, developers, designers & constructors and valuers & advisors. Little or nothing has been
said about designers & constructors. Therefore, these are ignored.
Additionally, interviews revealed that banks and policy makers & government actors seem to play an
important role in the story.
Banks play an important role as financer of real estate. It is known that banks such as ING, ABN
AMRO and Rabobank do not financially support unsustainable offices anymore. At the same time,
banks will not extend existing financing if clients do not deliver a sustainability plan. Slowly but
surely, the real estate portfolio of these banks is upgraded to the required sustainability criteria. The
pursuing of this policy gives them a dominant position in the playing field.
Besides, policy makers and government actors create the leeway in which the key stakeholders move
around. They are responsible for the creation of a supportive legal framework that should benefit all.
It is also their responsibility to monitor and encourage the stakeholders. Legislation is a tool to
accelerate the implementation of sustainability into the commercial real estate sector.
‘’So, banks more and more ask for energy labels. We even have banks who do not
include financing until they know the energy label.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
The most important group of stakeholders are the owners and end-users.
Owners need to upgrade offices to at least energy label C to comply with legislation in 2023.
Otherwise they possibly risk a penalty. Still, a large share of offices do not meet the requirements.
The higher the energy index, the more owners need to invest per square metre. Investments in
offices with label D or E can be overseen, but offices with label F or G require substantial investment.
These offices are often established at less attractive locations. Most respondents think that these
offices have no prospect.
Consequently, polarization between sustainable offices and unsustainable offices has indirect
consequences for the marketability and value of offices. The polarization is further encouraged by
the banks. In the end, the question is what should happen with the unsustainable offices in 2023.
Transformation to housing or demolition are possible solutions.
Another option is (structural) vacancy, however this will mean high costs with no yield.
It remains to be seen if offices that do not comply with the 2023 legislation actually do get a penalty.
Respondents are quite sceptical about this.
Another important challenge is the split incentive discussion. Who is paying for the investments in
sustainability? At the moment, owners are liable for covering investments in sustainability while end74

users profit from a lower energy bill. This lopsided relation is derived from a lack of consult and
transparency between the owner and the end-user. The relation between the energy costs and the
rental price is not transparent for an office user.
A rigid office market also anticipates on the split incentive. The Dutch office market is characterized
by a rather small bandwidth in prices per square metre, apart from the office market in the Zuidas
Amsterdam. Prices are registered in lease contracts and can annually be raised to a limited extent, in
line with risen consumer prices.
Eventually, the split incentive should be transformed into a shared incentive at the benefit of both
the owner and the end-user.
‘’You can have a split incentive, but actually you need to have a shared incentive. How do
you make sure that both benefit?’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
Investors and developers predominantly think in terms of yield and profit. They act in the short-term
and do not yet incorporate sustainability in the value. They do not look at the added value of
sustainability. However, the impending legislation requires them to pay attention to and invest in
sustainability. Legislation forces investors and developers to accelerate this process. However, this is
the crux of the problem. Investors are sceptical about legislation. Investors invest in a profitable
office and if legislation interferes this profitability, an investor sells the office to a speculator for
instance.
Developers face high construction costs and high demands, while opposed to a yield that does not
increase.
Respondents mentioned that both investors and developers should open up and create their own
awareness. A part of the problem is related to behavioural science.
Furthermore, they should negotiate more with other parties in the process and try to lead the way in
the sector.
‘’Than people are forced to open up because at the moment everything with
sustainability and circularity is fine as long as the bill does not end up at my desk.’’
(Anonymous, 2019)
Advisors and Valuers are seen as the missing link in the virtuous loops of feedback and adaptation.
This is described in chapter 2.1. Their aim is to recognize the benefits of sustainability and reflect this
in the estimated market value and calculations of worth (Lorenz, 2008). This is precisely their main
challenge at the moment.
A common mandatory guideline about how to assess and estimate sustainability in properties is
lacking. Knowledge about sustainability is often lacking. Valuers do try to mention something about
sustainability in their valuation report, but this is often at a very basic level. Valuers prefer an
analytical model to assess sustainability.
Furthermore, few valuers are familiar with the comprehensive regulation in the legal framework.
Nevertheless, valuers and advisors are expected to reflect on the behaviour of the market. Currently,
they are still groping in the dark. Valuers look back in time and need to have concrete market
evidence.
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‘’There are many reasons to come up with why you should not do anything with
sustainability in your report, but there is only one reason that should be valid to do it. It
influences the market value.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
The future of the energy label
The energy label is a small part of the concept sustainability. Yet, it is the most operable concept to
measure sustainability. The energy label policy is arranged in European legislation on energy
efficiency and aims at the reduction of energy use. In 2023, every non-monumental office larger than
100 m2 should have at least energy label C.
However, when we approach the 2023 deadline, hesitancy and shared scepticism grows. Some
respondents mentioned that it is often used as a tool for window dressing. It is questionable to what
extent the energy label represents the concept sustainability. The focus is on energy use and not on
energy usage. This simply means that the instrument measure the energy use, but not the usage, and
therefore dos not correctly measure sustainability.
‘’I can install a countless number of solar panels, but if I leave my door open the whole
day, it is still not energy efficient.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
Respondents agree that the energy label need to be changed, something the Dutch Enterprise
Agency is already working on. The idea is to extend the energy label by adding, among other things,
the energy usage for 2030. The latter will be emphasized.
Eventually, the energy label should be transformed into a sustainability label. The label need to
conceal the conceptual framework of sustainability more clearly.
‘’If we broadly extend the label you do not need a whole dataset. You can say well I use
that much energy, my materials originate from there, I have the Madaster here… Then
we are talking about a sustainability label.’’ (Anonymous, 2019).
Statistical results have shown that the energy label in general has no significant impact on the value
of an office. The value is rather determined by the location and the market conditions. A couple of
possible reasons have been explored in paragraph 5.1.
However, legislation does have a significant positive impact on the value of offices. These results
cannot solely be ascribed to the change in legislation, but also to the tendency between supply and
demand in the office market.
However, these results do tell something about the influence of legislation. Respondents clearly
mentioned that legislation is required to create urgency. In an ideal world, the vicious circle of blame
(introduced by Cadman in 2000, see paragraph 2.1) will work perfectly and no interventions by
advisors & valuers will be required. Reality, on the contrary, shows that almost no one will undertake
action without urgency or legislation.
Respondents are divided about the influence of the energy label on the rental value of offices. Some
argue that it does have a positive influence on the value and that an extension of the label will
increase the value. However, this only applies to offices in a favourable location and regional
economic market.
Others argue that unsustainable offices are depreciated and sustainable offices maintain their value.
This tends towards a brown discount instead of a green premium.
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Assessing sustainability in the valuation process
It is an appraiser’s task to indicate the market behaviour and the development of the market value.
Market influence is important in investment decisions. Regional market circumstances influence the
value of a property. The regional market differs between locations. An appraiser, quite simply,
quantifies the market behaviour. Respondents agree that the location is still the most important
factor in the valuation.
‘’Three rules of real estate, that is a familiar expression: ‘Location, location, location.’
Location is the most important thing in sustainability. Without a proper location, you do
not have an end-user and real estate without an end-user is by definition unsustainable
because it is vacant.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
It becomes clear that assessing sustainability in valuation processes is quite a challenge. Because of a
combination of ambiguity, illegibility, lack of urgency and lack of guidance, there is no unequivocal
manual to assess sustainability.
At the same time, there is no sufficient data(set) available.
Furthermore, location seems to be the most important denominator. This makes it difficult.
Yet, respondents agreed upon the changing role of the appraiser. The subject field of valuations is in
a transition period.
At this moment, the subject field of valuations stands at a crossroad. On the one hand, appraisers are
pushed into a sustainable direction of valuing. They want to and try to implement sustainability in
the assessment of properties because there is a stronger requirement for it. However, such a
valuation often consists of the mere appointment of the energy label. Yet, some respondents
mentioned that they take account of sustainability costs in their DCF. They include a capital
correction in the valuation. However, it is difficult to estimate these costs because valuers often have
a lack of specialized knowledge about, among other things, construction costs.
Contrariwise, they do not really know what to do with sustainability. There is a clear lack of guidance.
Additionally, the concept sustainability is ambiguous. It is unclear which elements of sustainability
should be included in an assessment.
‘’What we do in a report is the most basic level of sustainability. We try to estimate
which investments are necessary to get label C. We estimate that roughly and then we
say: ‘it is not yet 2023.’ It is always wise to postpone investments as long as you do not
know if the demands for 2023 are going to change.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
It has to be acknowledged that it is not yet possible to build an operable model that includes the
broader concept sustainability into the valuation process. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a
layout of a sustainability paragraph. This can be used in the decision process.
Table 18 and 19 reveal different factors that pertain to the decision making process around
sustainability in the valuation process. These factors are derived from interviews and theory and are
not fixed. It is the intention to show the playing field that merits an appraiser’s attention.
Table 18 below shows a general framework of legislation, fiscal profits, instruments and certification
methods. An appraiser needs to be acquainted with all of them.
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A distinction is made between existing properties and new properties. New properties have a stricter
regulation and are build according to the BENG-norms. During the construction, they have to adhere
to sustainable principles.
Table 19 is divided into four sections: Building Envelope & Installations, Environmental Factors, Rent
& Management and Design & Implementation. These sections are based on a paper from the RICS
about sustainability in commercial property valuation that gives initial advice on how to deal with
sustainability in the valuation practice (Lützkendorf & Lorenz, 2011).
The criteria in table 19 are based on the interviews, in combination with theory. This may serve as a
prime suggestion for the development of an enhanced strategy or / and analytical model.
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General Framework
Legislation
Existing
Properties

-

Fiscal Profits

Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive (EPBD)
Energy Efficiency Directive (EED)
Building Regulation 2012
Built Environment and Nature
Protection Act (Gebouwde
Omgeving en Wet
Natuurbescherming)

-

Instruments

Stimuleringsregeling Duurzame
Energieproductie (SDE)
Investeringssubsidie Duurzame
Energie (ISDE)
Energie-investeringsaftrek (EIA)
Milieu-investeringsaftrek (MA)
Willekeurige afschrijving milieuinvesteringen (VAMIL)
Green financing

New
Properties

-

-

Certification

Activiteitenbesluit
Energy-index (will be replaced by NTA
8800)
Energy label C
Energieprestatievergoeding

-

BREEAM
LEED
GreenCalc+
WELL
GPR

BENG-indicators (2020)
Energieprestatie (EPC) (will be
replaced by NTA 8800)
MilieuPrestatie Gebouwen (MPG)
Nul op de meter (NOM)

Table 18 - General abstract of the (legal) policy framework (2019, own edit)
Valuation Framework
Building Envelope and Installations
-

Glass
Isolation
Heat installation
Solar panels
Lighting
Ventilation
Use of materials

Environmental Factors
-

Rent and Management

Location office
Proximity train station
Proximity bus/tram stop
Proximity highway
Proximity provincial road
Walkscore (walkability index)
Surroundings
Parking facilities

-

Table 19 - Abstract of sustainability factors and measures for appraisers (2019, own edit)
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Multi-tenant? (Occupancy)
Split incentive
Electricity/gas use/usage
Presence of an energy label?
ROZ-rental model
Triple net – lease
Waste management

Design and Implementation
-

Flexibility/future-proof
Health
Construction quality

6. Conclusion
‘’A building without a proper energy label is very difficult to finance, which has indirect
consequences for the rentability and the value of the building.’’ (Anonymous, 2019)
This quote illustrates an inevitable thought about the relation between sustainability and value. It
shows that sustainability has become part of the public dialogue in the real estate sector. The real
estate sector will no longer become a drain of scarce resources.
Consequently, this quote illustrates a brown discount instead of a green premium. A building is
rather depreciated. This is encouraged by European and national legislation, such as the energy
policy 2023 and 2030, and the financing schemes from banks. Increasing pressure results in
polarization between sustainable offices and unsustainable offices. Legislation obligates owners to
invest in their properties and to upgrade their portfolio to at least label C in 2023 and label A in 2030.
This forces owners to make a difficult decision.
On the one hand, properties in their portfolio without a sustainable energy label are, according to
legislation, worthless. Therefore, owners risk a penalty. Transformation, demolition or (structural)
vacancy are possible options.
Contrariwise, investments come at a high cost and often at the expense of the owners. This is
represented by the split incentive dilemma. End-users profit at the expense of owners because it is
not yet possible to pass investments on in the costs.
Within this context, valuers try to advise and help clients with the estimation of the market value and
calculation of the investment value. They represent the market behaviour and the development of
the market value. Therefore, they have an important role in the adoption of sustainability in the real
estate sector. To identify and assess sustainability features, real estate appraisers constantly need to
improve their knowledge and be aware of new developments. They can provide more in-depth,
evidential information to other stakeholders in the playing field.
However, there is not much market evidence of the influence of sustainability on the value.
Furthermore, valuers do not have a common tool or guideline to assess the influence of
sustainability.
With this in mind, this research contributed to the ongoing debate about the influence and
implementation of sustainability in the real estate sector. The research started with the following
research question:
‘To what extent are energy labels influencing the rental value of offices in the
Netherlands, and how can these results add to the discussion about the
implementation of sustainability into the valuation of commercial real estate?’
Statistical analyses have shown that there is no significant relationship between the energy label and
the value of offices. Furthermore, the introduction of the energy label policy has not led to a
significant influence. Apparently, the influence of the energy label can be neglected over time.
Yet, the restriction of the energy label policy in 2018 do seems to have a positive significant effect.
Owners are now forced to transmit an energy label for each mutation or transaction.
However, because legislation is not yet fully adhered, this result may be distorted.
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Anyway, it can be concluded that the energy label does not have a substantial effect on the value of
offices. A number of reasons can underlie this result.
Legislation obligates owners to have at least energy label C in 2023. This is less than four years from
now. Consequently, polarization increases between sustainable and unsustainable offices. A green
premium is gradually replaced by a brown discount. Sustainable offices neither have an added value,
nor are depreciated.
The office market is slowly recovering from the previous economic crisis. This ‘crisis-effect’ can have
a strong influence on the rental price development. This means that the (unobserved) effect on the
market is much stronger than the influence of the energy index.
There is no clear incentive for end-users to move to a sustainable office, otherwise legislation would
not be necessary. Tenants do not really pay more for a sustainable office. The split incentive dilemma
maintains this problem. The market does not respond to this problem. Therefore, legislation for
office owners is justified.
Moreover, the office market is inflexible and rigid, especially compared to the housing market. In the
housing market, the owner and the end-user are usually one and the same. Therefore, it is a
completely different market. A tenant in the office market will only pay a premium if this leads to a
sufficient saving of energy costs. Again, the spit incentive dilemma is a problem. The relationship
between energy costs and rent lacks transparency, resulting in illegibility for the tenants.
These results, in combination with the interviews, have shown that it is difficult to assess the
influence of sustainability.
Firstly, sustainability is an abstract and ambiguous concept. The energy label was just a small part. It
becomes clear that the energy label is not representative and does not play a significant role in the
influence of sustainability on the value. The label does not pay attention to the energy usage, but
rather only focuses on the energy use. Research showed that the label need to be extended.
Secondly, different stakeholders in the playing field perceive different challenges. It is rather difficult
to overcome these challenges. The government and banks put pressure on it. Appraisers are
assumed to implement sustainability into their valuations.
However, often knowledge about sustainability is lacking.
Next, there is neither a mandatory guideline or tool, nor an analytical model to assess sustainability.
Furthermore, few values are familiar with the comprehensive regulation in the legal framework.
Currently, appraisers are still groping in the dark. Yet, there is some light at the end of the tunnel.
Different actors such as the RVO and banks are working on a common guideline. Nevertheless, it
does seem to be too early to introduce an operable and analytical model.
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7. Discussion and recommendations
The last chapter consists of two parts. First, it encompasses a short discussion about some aspects
from the research process and the interpretation of the results. Secondly, some recommendations
are given for further in-depth research.

7.1 Discussion
•

•

•

•

In the light of future legislation, it is questionable whether sustainable offices will have or still
have added value in comparison to unsustainable offices.
There is an increasing polarization between energy efficient offices and energy inefficient
offices, where the latter will be illegitimate according to the 2023 energy label legislation.
This might not mean that sustainable offices have a higher value, but rather that
unsustainable offices are depreciated more quickly.
The question is if differences disappear after the beginning of the obligation. Does it create a
level playing field?
Nevertheless, it is simplistic to say that inefficient offices have no more value.
Obviously, we must certainly review the issue of polarization.
The research has a certain level of bias which might provide a bias problem.
First, a lot of available transactions did not have an energy label. Therefore, these
transactions are omitted from the dataset. Consequently, the dataset might have a lot of
sustainable offices relatively to unsustainable offices. An unsustainable label (D to G) at a
transaction is less likely to be reported than a sustainable label (A to C). Although the energy
label policy enforces landlords to indicate an energy label for each transaction or mutation,
this is not yet fully obeyed.
Secondly, hidden incentives in lease contracts is a potential problem that can bias the results.
Often real estate brokers do not abandon information about incentives in the lease contract.
Because market information is not transparent, it is not possible to include information about
incentives. Therefore, the results might reveal a distorted image and can be biased.
The negotiation of commercial lease incentives in contracts, such as a rent-free period, might
distort the results. Ordinarily, this means that a landlord pays a substantial lease incentive
that includes a certain rent-free period. During the crisis, lease incentives are more profitable
as landlords try to increase the rentability of their property. The recovery of the crisis result
in the removal or shortening of such lease incentives. This will mean that the rental prices
are less likely to increase than expected.
Firstly, the owners remove the incentives and only then the prices rise. The improvement of
the office market is less visible in the upward movement of prices in the short term.
Recent studies from Cox (2017) and ING Bank (2017) showed a significant rental premium for
offices with a sustainable energy label compared to other offices.
However, the dataset of these studies are quite different. Cox used a considerable small
dataset consisting of 333 observations between 2014 and 2016. These observations showed
a higher average rental price per square metre and a higher average transaction size. Her
dataset diverges from my dataset and most likely omitted a significant amount of offices
without an energy label. This might be explained by the restriction of the energy policy in
2018 which obligated the transmission of an energy label.
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•

The same applies to the research of the ING Bank. Although, their dataset and timespan were
larger, research solely focused on their own real estate portfolio. The average rental price per
square metre is way higher than other researches. To conclude, this means that my dataset,
and research, differs substantially. The dataset is larger with a smaller average rental price
per square metre and transaction sizes. This might point out that my dataset contains a lot of
observations that are established outside central locations.
This research emphasized the influence of energy efficiency.
However, the concept sustainability is more deep-seated and encompasses themes such as
waste management or health & comfort. It is rather difficult to measure the actual influence
of sustainability on the value of an office. This can be subscribed to the lack of quantitative
information, but also to the fogginess and versatility of the concept. Simply asking
respondents about their view on the concept sustainability gave a wide variety of responses.
A sustainability analysis of a property on a detailed level might be possible when more indepth information is available.
However, it is rather difficult to perform a broad in-depth analysis on sustainability.

7.2 Recommendations and further research
•

•

•

This research measures to what extent tenants are willing to pay a rental premium for a
higher energy label. This is different from the willingness of an investor or developer to pay
more. These stakeholders are trapped between legislation, public pressure and increasing
costs. It is important to speculate on future legislation and to think about sustainability in the
long term.
That is why it is relevant to do further research into speculation or rising construction costs in
relation to the energy label.
What is the exact relation between costs and benefits for investors and developers in the
context of sustainability, legislation and regulation, expectations from other stakeholders and
limitations.
Which part of the office market is sensitive to speculation and what is the relation to the
previous economic crisis. It is well known that offices build before the crisis were partly
speculative. The higher the market price, the more attractive a vacant office is as a
speculative object. Speculation will affect the exit yield.
The energy label, in its present form, will likely be replaced on the short term. The most
important alteration will be the emphasis on the energy usage rather than the energy use.
This can provide more in-depth information and knowledge about the energy consumption
of offices. This demands a comprehensive and detailed dataset that contains information
about both the energy use and usage. It is convenient if this would be centrally regulated.
Eventually, new in-depth research can examine the influence of the energy label on the value
of offices.
Market legislation and regulation are the engines that drive investments in the office market.
Stricter legislation and regulation might result in faster and more thorough results. The
government should be obliged to comply with these stricter rules and standards. Whenever
an energy label is not registered at a transaction or mutation moment, a penalty should be
paid. It is important that this is obeyed by the government.
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•

•

•

•

Furthermore, the idea of imposing a penalty on a landlord when an office does not have or
did not obtain an energy label, should be obeyed as well.
The government need to subsidize and stimulate sustainability more.
Subsequently, it will be more profitable to be sustainable and this will increase the returns
on the investments.
The energy label obligation only concerns the office market. Legislation and regulation need
to be extended to other branches of the commercial real estate market, such as mixed
function properties or the retail segment.
The hedonic price model paid attention to unobserved heterogeneity by controlling for time
and location fixed-effects.
However, it did not control for characteristics such as tenancy features, contract features and
investment features because these were not available. These variables might correlate with
the observed variables; dependent and independent variables. This might distort the results.
This research only included transaction rental prices of offices with an energy label and
omitted al other observations from the dataset. This resulted in a relative low amount of
observations compared to the total dataset.
Perhaps it would have been interesting to compare the rental transaction prices between
offices with a corresponding energy label and offices without an energy label.
Besides, the rental of offices will likely differ from the purchase of offices. The effect of the
energy label on the purchase of offices will exclude the problem of a split incentive, as long
as the offices is not sublet afterwards.
Research into the differences between rental offices and purchased offices could have given
more coverage and depth to this study.

Further research:
•

•

•

Little to no research has been done into the ‘why’ and ‘what if’ questions about the
willingness to pay a rental premium. Research predominantly focused on the degree of
willingness to pay.
New research questions can be about the influence of the business cycle in the office market
or the influence of lease contracts.
If the willingness to pay a rental premium is translated into a higher rental price, improved
and longer rental contracts will be made with solvent parties. Consequently, this will affect
the value.
What is the relation between the willingness to pay more and the business cycle of the office
market?
This study used a hedonic price analysis to analyse the effect on the rental price of offices.
However, parametres such as tenancy features, contract features and investment features
are not included, just as parametres like yield or maintenance costs. Further research can
indicate the effect of sustainability (energy label) on these parametres.
Most research only focused on Amsterdam or the Randstad region and neglected smaller,
less attractive cities or regions. The regional economic market differs between cities and
regions and affects the demand for offices and the willingness to pay between these
locations.
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•

•

•

The Amsterdam dummy showed a significant negative impact on the value of unsustainable
offices. Future research can compare more and less prosperous cities and regions.
Perhaps the narrative about the influence of sustainability is solely applicable to the big four
cities in the Randstad. Here, the office market is quite deviant from the remainder of the
national office market and contains a higher degree of offices with an international allure.
Instead of the entire Dutch office market, further research can focus on in-depth case studies
with a cluster of offices located in a certain area, such as an office district.
If information like transaction prices and energy labels are available, more in-depth research
can compare the offices and reveal the influence of sustainability.
Longitudinal research might reveal a trend in the development of transaction prices
throughout the years.
It is necessary to reflect on the consequences and risks of the 2023 legislation. Not all offices
will be sustainable. Penalizing these underprivileged offices is a short-term action, but does
not result in the desired long-term effect.
On the contrary, you might risk an increase in structural vacancy or demolition and
wasteland.
Therefore, research should focus on the consequences of the legislation. What are we going
to do with unsustainable offices? Are there opportunities for transformation into housing?
Where are these unsustainable offices geographically located, in the centre, semi-periphery
or periphery? These questions are input for future research.
Respondents mentioned the importance of the split incentive dilemma and the need for a
solution. This dilemma is an excuse for owners and end-users to do nothing in the field of
energy savings. There is some discussion about how to solve this dilemma. Sceptics even
wonder if it is soluble.
At the moment, there is no tangible answer. Yet, it is a very important point that has to be
thought about. Scientific and societal research might reveal new insights.
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Appendix A - Key drivers stakeholders
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Contract
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n
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operating costs
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management
act
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n
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users

Windowdressing
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Cash-flow
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operating
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management
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Energy service
companies

Contractors
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real estate
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Customer
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Cost Increase
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High interest
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Financiers
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Adaptive building
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Prove innovation
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Table 20 - Key drivers of all relevant stakeholders in the sustainability process (RVO 2019, own edit)
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Appendix B - Interview guide
Topic

Voorbeeldvragen

Introductie
•

Voorstellen

•

Doel van het onderzoek

•

Onderwerpen interview

•

Anonimiteit/vertrouwelijkheid

•

Opname

Algemene informatie/achtergrond
•

Werkervaring

•

Huidige rol

•

Specialisatie

•

Ambities

Interpretatie duurzaamheid
•

Begrip duurzaamheid

•

Begrip duurzaam gebouw

•

Wet- en regelgeving
(EPBD/EED/MPG/BENG)

•

Certificering

N.v.t.

o
o
o
o

Welke functies heeft u vervuld in de vastgoedmarkt?
Wat is uw huidige rol binnen het bedrijf?
Waarin bent u in gespecialiseerd binnen uw vakgebied?
Wat zijn uw ambities voor de toekomst met betrekking
tot uw vakgebied?

o
o
o

Wat is uw interpretatie van het begrip duurzaamheid?
Hoe ziet u een duurzaam gebouw voor u?
Wat vindt u van de huidige wet- en regelgeving
(EPBD/EED/MPG/BENG)?
Wat vindt u van de haalbaarheid van doelen van de
wet- en regelgeving (2020; 2023; 2030)?
Wat vindt u van de toepassing van certificeringen?
In hoeverre meten certificeringen duurzaamheid in
vastgoed?

o
o
o

Voordelen en nadelen duurzaamheid
•

Gebruikers/huurders

•

Eigenaren

•

Ontwikkelaars

•

Investeerders

Uitdagingen duurzaamheid
•

Gebruikers/huurders

•

Eigenaren

•

Ontwikkelaars

•

Investeerders

•

Taxateurs

•

Polarisatie in de markt

Energielabel
•

Representativiteit

•

Toepassing

•

Imago

•

Compleetheid

•

Alternatief label

Duurzaam taxeren
•

Duurzaamheidsaspecten

•

Diepte

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Welke voordelen ziet u voor de verschillende
stakeholders?
Welke nadelen ziet u voor de verschillende
stakeholders?
Welke uitdagingen ziet u voor de verschillende
stakeholders?
Hoe kunnen de diverse stakeholders omgaan met de
uitdagingen?
Hoe kijkt u naar de toenemende polarisatie tussen
duurzame en niet-duurzame gebouwen in de markt?
In hoeverre zijn diverse partijen bereid meer te betalen
voor duurzaamheid?
Wat vindt u van de representativiteit van het
energielabel?
Wat vindt u van de toepassing van het energielabel?
In hoeverre denkt u dat het label wordt gebruikt als
‘branding’-middel?
Mist u aspecten in het energielabel, en zo ja welke?
Vindt u dat een soortgelijk label ook ontwikkeld moet
worden voor andere duurzaamheidsaspecten?
In hoeverre worden duurzaamheidsaspecten in kaart
gebracht bij een taxatie?
Hoe diep gaan uw analyses m.b.t. duurzaamheid?

II

•

Beschikbaarheid data

•

Richtlijnen

•

Duurzaamheidsparagraaf

Waarde
•

Toename waarde

•

Invloed locatie

•

Terugverdienen

•

Terugverdientijd

•

(On)rendabele top

Concluderend
•

Huidige stand van zaken

•

Evaluatie positie

•

(Toekomstige) rol overheid

•

Verbeterpunten

•

Aanbevelingen

Afsluiten
•

Afronding interview

•

Memberchecking

•

Onderzoek inzage

o

In hoeverre is er data beschikbaar voor de taxatie van
duurzaamheid?
o Welke richtlijnen worden er meegegeven bij het
taxeren van duurzaamheid?
o Hoe wordt dit uiteindelijk opgeschreven in een
duurzaamheidsparagraaf (kwalitatief/kwantitatief)?
Veel onderzoeken laten zien dat waarde van (commercieel)
vastgoed toeneemt naarmate een gebouw duurzamer is (hoger
energielabel, lagere energie-index). Tevens is de invloed van de
locatie een belangrijke variabele.
o Hoe kijkt u hiernaar?
o Welke aspecten van duurzaamheid hebben volgens u
de grootste impact op de waarde van een gebouw?
o Hoe kijkt u naar de invloed van een locatie op de
waarde van een gebouw?
o Hoe kijkt u naar de invloed van een locatie op de
duurzaamheid van een gebouw?
o In hoeverre denkt u dat investeringen in duurzaamheid
zich terugverdienen?
o Wat is de invloed van een (lange) terugverdientijd?
o In hoeverre denkt u dat er een (on)rendabele top
ontstaat door investeringen in duurzaamheid?
o Vindt u dat er momenteel voldoende rekening wordt
gehouden met duurzaamheid in taxaties?
o Hoe evalueert u uw positie als duurzaam taxateur in de
markt?
o Wat vindt u van de huidige rol van de overheid in het
duurzaamheidsdebat en hoe ziet u deze rol in de
toekomst?
o Waar ziet u verbeterpunten voor toekomstige
duurzame taxaties?
o Heeft u aanbevelingen voor toekomstige duurzame
taxaties?
o
o

Heeft u nog op- of aanmerkingen?
Zijn er nog relevante zaken die niet aan bod zijn
geweest?

III

Appendix C – Descriptive statistics
Table 21 - Casewise Diagnostics

Case Number
136
253
388
405
474
544
595
633
778
942
951
978
1152
1155
1171
1234
1315
1403
1532
1584
1672
1722
1884
2019
2027
2149
2182
2242
2259
2375
2385
2536
2550
2703
2831
2866
2920
2930

Std. Residual
3,007
-4,375
3,721
3,238
-3,847
-3,791
-4,079
-3,604
-4,053
-3,936
-4,541
-3,458
-3,962
-3,315
-3,693
-4,175
-3,763
4,272
3,219
-3,553
-3,195
-3,479
3,217
-3,762
-3,698
3,672
3,491
-3,445
-3,345
-3,159
3,717
-3,063
-3,505
3,526
3,068
-3,554
-4,633
-4,236

Price/m2 office
5,69
3,09
5,94
5,70
3,40
3,40
3,43
3,39
3,18
3,36
3,22
3,69
3,42
3,63
3,28
3,40
3,35
6,13
5,81
3,59
3,40
3,37
5,87
3,53
3,24
5,97
5,97
3,53
3,47
3,50
5,90
3,57
3,27
5,94
5,48
3,53
3,08
3,39

a. Dependent variable: price per square metre office

IV

Predicted Value
4,6223
4,6410
4,6227
4,5573
4,7631
4,7433
4,8781
4,6620
4,6174
4,7572
4,8266
4,9132
4,8251
4,8019
4,5902
4,8791
4,6792
4,6165
4,6745
4,8478
4,5321
4,6055
4,7334
4,8583
4,5461
4,6731
4,7301
4,7544
4,6499
4,6194
4,5838
4,6521
4,5084
4,6904
4,3945
4,7874
4,7230
4,8856

Residual
1,06472
-1,54879
1,31742
1,14647
-1,36189
-1,34210
-1,44416
-1,27585
-1,43481
-1,39350
-1,60775
-1,22433
-1,40281
-1,17365
-1,30725
-1,47793
-1,33204
1,51256
1,13967
-1,25788
-1,13094
-1,23148
1,13873
-1,33191
-1,30916
1,30006
1,23606
-1,21964
-1,18413
-1,11847
1,31574
-1,08450
-1,24072
1,24839
1,08616
-1,25832
-1,64023
-1,49955

